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Lyon -Dorm-· G·ets 
Four Mari Suites It~ s Election Day 
Lyon donn in the Quads is high cdlings, an upper deck may 
scheduled to undergo massive be installed, thus producing a 
renovation before next semester. two-floor space. 
"The-only thing that will look . The lobby will be painted 
the same is the outside" said with a design and ·the doors of 
,Lyon head resident Phil hallways may be illustrated-with 
tlultgren. Tue' project will alter a graphic picture. 
the entire interior of the New furniture will be 
building installed. Among these are a 
The new features will include moveable wardrobe that 
the creation of single rooms and contains a dresser large enough 
four-man suites, improved to make a partition in a roo_m. 
furniture a renovated lounge Several types of beds are being 
with a T
1
.V. built into the wall, decid1:d upon. One is a bed that · 
·anc!_walf-to-wall carpeting in the has drawers beneath it with 
halls. There will also be ample _storage room. Another-is 
imprevements in the bathrooms a bed that (olds out from _a large 
and lighting as well as an entire chair. A new desk might be 
re-painting. installe<l that has a study cartel 
Lyon will be shifting from an attached as, well as a tensor light. 
all male ·to a coed dorm next .New types of rooming will be 
fall, making these · changes constructed in the dorm. Singles 
available to all students. _ . will be produced by eliminating 
Lyon is first in line for the_ wall between two double 
interior renovation in a project rooms and· replacing it with 
that will enc_om~ass the Quads two walls, thus cutti!lg_the _s~!ce 
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SLM Runs 
Unopposed 
By Marc Shaeffer 
Today is election day on the 
, Ithaca College campus, and the 
polls are open in the Terraces, 
Towers and Union until 7:00 · 
this evening. Students are voting· 
for their representatives to' 
Student Congress and juniors are 
, voting for their senior class 
representatives. 
There'll be only perfunctory 
voting for the offices. of the , 
;student Activities Board, 
however. The only candidates 
were ~ancy Shapiro, Russell 
Lyons, and Sam Milgrim. No one 
else filed their names· tor"' 
can1lidacy . and thE;ir ticket w~n _ 
·unopposed: · ·· -· · --~·-;.:. 
What's Open 
.The offices open for Student 
Congress are: President, 
Vice-President of.-' Campus 
Affairs, VP of Academic Affairs, 
VP of Business and Finance, and 
VP of Student Relations and 
Communications. Senior class 
posts to he filled are: President, 
Vice-President~ Treasurer and 
_Secretary. 
happen to him, and must work students to bring the chairmen 
closely with administrators. ,input. This person acts as an 
intermediary between students, 
faculty and administration. Academics Officer 
Analyzation of the budget for 
The Academics Affairs officer organizations falls under the 
,must maintain personal contact jurisdiction of the VP for 
with the chairmen of all Business and Finance and his 
departments on campus as well 
as a numerous amount of (continued on page two) 
Parties Debate 
By Andy Friedman 
· In the eleenth hour of the 
·election campaign for Student 
Congress, Prism, Phoenix and 
the Midnight Riders held an 
Riders were present. Absences 
we:;re attributed to illness and to 
"academic reasons." 
Tb,e offices are mc;_>re than just 
extraneous titles. The position 
of President of the Student 
Body has been defined -as a 
coordinating office. It has no 
designated responsibilities but 
will facilitate communications 
between students and students, 
students and·· faculty and 
students and administrators. 
· open forum 'for all interested 
students in the Crossroads 
lounge at noon yesterday. The 
meeting drew between thirty 
and forty people. 
Topics discussed ran from 
student involvement in the 
financing of the College to 
student involvement in the issue 
of tenure .. Getting the student 
body to recognize that Student 
Congress is a viable, effective 
force _on campus was another 
major issue and whether or not 
candidate involvement in the 
student media was 
unconscionable . 
All of the Prism party were 
there but only three from 
Phoenix and three from the 
and other parts of campus. Tue. in thirds. The interior of these 
building project, has been new singles will be identi~al' in 
fcrecas!Edtobecomp1etedby 1977. It terms of area to a Terrace single. 
· financed from a- reserve · The four-man suites will be 
account that the Colle_ge has set constructed by placing a door in 
aside over the past years. The the wall between two present 
funds for construction will not double rooms. One of these 
be drawn from or affect student adjoining chambers is planned to 
tuition, but will rely solely on be the bedroom holding bunk 
this reserved account. The beds and separated by the 
money on hand for Lyon is moveable wardrobe in the 
$1 SO 000. middle .. The adjacent chamber is 
Th~ project at Lyon will be an : to be a combination lounge and 
experiment ·in the types of study room. 
The VP of Campus Affairs is 
. the second hand · man to the 
Pns;denl 11us pe,son hos to be I 
ready to take over the · 
,Pns;dent', job should anythmg Robison 
Offered Job 
l · More Personal Contact Sue Rothenberg, Prism 
candidate for Vice-President of 
Academic Affairs, wants more 
personal contact with students 
as a method of informing while 
her opponent John Adamian of 
Phoenix opted for a monthly 
newsletter to be stuffed in 
mailboxes recounting Congress' 
efforts. ln addition, Adamian 
suggested taking out space in 
The Ithacan to print the minutes 
from Congress each week. Sam 
Shmikler of · Phoenix, running 
improvements that appeal most 
to students. Housing· director M 
Dave Lord and architect' Bob' 0 n- e·--y . By Ma ·1 
Frisch collaborated and asked a , .- _ . · , . . . · I 
group of two_ h~dred s_tudents 
what type of.features.should be· B And Gilb 
added. The 'response was ;almost y y ert to _the letter is ~ five dollar 
unanimous . for carpeting in the · , · money order made out to a 
halls and repainting. Sinsle .:· !'" -~ew _.we~s ago a flu , person who's name appears first 
rooinsan'4 mo~.useful furniture · epidenuc hit ~~ca College, a~d, on a list of seven names located 
were also_ high on the· list qf . spr~ad.Iike wild~ue.·1,fe! _days at the,-bottom of the letter. The 
requests. Students asked also.for- agod. 3~ 0-ther .ePi:~mic ~\ I.C. purchaser sends the five dollar 
unproved · lighting and. sound-- an.clclyls th8!'~~ ~~ JUS as inc;,>n~y order to the first person 
prooting. .. · · .. ,. . · '· ·- . · , qw..,..__ .. h. _e cl amtt. ~ er.fad tha and ·.then buys two more five 
- In coinpl ,. ,)·. with these _a.us: c ~ e. er. JS a t 4ollar orders _made out to the ~ . Y• . s~emea , t_9 ~ve; .died_ out. when iSecond person ~n the 11st. They 
fie halls, are to be carp~ted , we .w~ ·· m.'JUD~~.~ high s~ho.~,, tb~I! type two -cop!es of the 
ith ,colors , that . w·nr ,but apparen~Y .. 1t '~cbac~.a~. onginal Jetter, repl_acmg the last 
mplement . the -color ,_of the'. 'The_ :Ae~~-r_.::15,. '_8;' ~~the~a~: n~e on ~e list with t_heir own. 
· . The.-corrid_ors ·will-:-be'.one. .-._:nion~~~ms: . .pni~~ck~· ..It is.·-~~ .a~ta~h one of the money 
fue--color similar to"those in ,',,,!S~Of~:-C~~te.~.-~ut ~Jl!e. ,orders.to· each letter, and sell 
- _._. !_ .. , . .. -~. · .. , ·;,tud~ntll-;. feel ·it's ·,wo~ it .m .them to a.:friend for ten dollars 
the Temces. ., · · · ·_ · - _ ~ .: order·to: ~·'add · a:-rew extra bucks · · :b . 
·-ne· J)te!!Cnt- lounge .will be . • . ' ., . , eac . 
. , .. ,.. , .. , ,.- - , · .xv- will'l>e~- ·«>,thetr,.P0':1'ets_:• .· . The whole process costs 
. _ Q~e and. a...ne!' .. ·,_. •. - ._ .: ,'Pie c~~ wot}ts on a pyra,mid. .twenty dollars-ten for buying 
iJl!J~~ :rJleie ~ -~,. p~ty .. theOJY{· · Bach- :·pei'Son· buys .a · · 
. ...:. ~::~(l.~~·2~~:,.~~~. ~.1~tte(:_r«;1 .. :i~an.=:.A~ec1 ,,-. __ .~~ .. ,~~·~~--~.,.,. ftMlr) 
·. \·:~:·:.-::~'=-.:\:·~·:·~·';,'·:i½:'.;--:;:::"~.·:·:_::-.~--'::-·-- / '-\~·~ ·<_._':; \:· jr; \. ·:.-:·.::· ; .._ .. ,_·;. : .. :: ,: ~ 
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Republican congressman 
Harold Robison has been asked 
·by Dean Theodore Baker of the; 
School of Humanities and 
Sciences to give a series of five 
lectures in the spring of 1975. A 
teaching position would be 
dependent on the results of the 
lecture series and on the 
procedures for accepting a 
visiting professor, which · are 
expected to be set up before th<: 
end of the next academic year. 
Fall 1975 would be the earliest 
possible data .for a - Robison· 
professorship. 
Robison ·represents the :nth 
congressional district, which. 
inClJldes the city of Ithaca. The 
congressman has not, as yet 
1
rep~ed to the offer, mailed 
:Monday. 
. for Vice-President of Student 
Relations, and John P. Klumph, 
candidate for Business and 
Finance from Riders both felt 
that students should have a 
much more accurate, finely 
detailed description of just 
where all their tuition monies 
are going. Shmikler raised the 
question o( where· the profits· 
from ve~ding machines and 
(continued on page two) 
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Nixon's Taxes 
I 
Washington ... The question as to whether o~ not,: 
frau.4 was involved in the handling of P~es1d~nt · 
Nixon's income tax returns has arisen, and IS ~emg 
investigated by the House Judiciary Committee. 
The committee's chief counsel, John Doar, 
explained at a briefing this week that the mat~e: of 
fraud was a definite part of the Jud1c1ary 
Committee's impeachment inquiry. Doar also 
announced that Internal Revenue Service records 
dealing with Nixon's returns had been requested 
by the committee, and that evidence of fraud 
would be potential grounds for impeachment. 
In another matter involving Internal Revenue 
Service records, Connecticut Senator Lowell P. 
Weicker Jr. announced that the White House had 
frequent access to confidential files. I?- testifying , 
before three Senate subcommittees, We1cker stated 
that, "the I.R.S. was acting like a public lending 
library for the White House," in regard to th~ tax 
records of political friends and foes of President 
Nixon. 
$2.30 New Minimum Wage 
Washington ... President Nixon signed a bill into the , 
law this week that 'would raise the minimum wage 
in most states from its present level of $1.60, to an 
hourly rate of $2.30 by 1976. Nixon vetoed a 
similar bill last year, and said that he had some 
reservations about the current one. The President 
went on to add, however, that the current bill 
contains more good than bad. An estimated seven 
million workers will be affected by the new 
increases. 
Number 71 S 
Atlanta ... After some twenty years of diligent 
effort and consistently good playing, Henry Aaron 
succeeded in breaking Babe Ruth's career home 
run record. Home run 715 sailed over the left field 
fence in the bottom of the fourth· inning of the· 
Braves' Monday night game with the Los Angeles 
Dodgers. The homer was hit off Dodger pitcher Al 
Downing, who was quoted as ~aying before the 
game that, "no, I won't be µshamed if Aaron hits 
the record breaker off of me, but then again I 
won't be proud either." 
Braving the New World 
Boston ... After taking the general studies . 
curriculum for two years at Boston University, 
some 275 students are leaving the class rooms in 
a~ effort to find their own Utopia. After studying 
the works of Plato, Huxley, and Skinner, these 
students have set out to build their own perfect 
society. The search for such a society has led them 
down the Hudson River in Kayaks, climbing rocks 
and attending philosophy and meditation lectures 
along the way. The project was founded by several 
Boston University Professors and students. 
(around the world 
Nixon in France: A Sham? 
Paris ... Taking advantage of his trip to the 
memorial services of French President Georges 
Pompidow here, President Nixon took time to 
meet with several world leaders. Nixon met with 
Soviet President Podgorny, a prelude to Nixon's 
trip to Moscow this spring, as well as Japanese 
Premier Tanaka. The President also crossed police 
lines on several occasions, in order to fraternize 
with the French people in the streets of Paris. 
As a result of his behavior, Nixon was sharply 
criticized by the French government and press. A 
letter circulated through the press by a high 
French official, stated that "Mr. Nixon 
shamelessly substitued a publicity campaign for 
the mourning of an entire nation, introducing an 
atmospliere of loud feverishness, the discourtesy 
of which is equalled only by it's clumsiness." 
Close Shave For Russians 
Moscow ... The beards of the Soviet Union now 
have cause to show optimism; better razor blades 
are on the way. The blades that are currently 
available to the Soviet common man, although 
cheaply priced, are of extremely poor quality. 
After receiving complaints from Russian men that 
Soviet blades are barely good for even one 
complete shave, the Ministry of Machine Build_ing 
for Light and Food Industry and Househo.ld 
Equipment determined that Soviet blades wer:e 
severely outdated. To correct this problem, the 
Soviet Union has bought a plant from Wilkinson 
Sword, a British company. 
-- ·1::c::-·---. - . -~....z::.=-
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··Media ,hci Politics Don't Mix? 
Some · students ·attending,· 
'·however, had misgivings about 
the Midnight Riders party, being 
that they are all on ,the staff of 
the Ithacan. They felt there was 
a conflict of interest present. 
One person questioned whetheJ 
Tom Threlkeld and Leah Fackos 
c~uld handle both jobs, being 
President and Vice-President·of• 
the student boliy while being 
co-editors of the Ithacan. -
Threlkeld, speaking for the 
Riders slate, told the audience 
that should any conflict of 
interest arise, he would keep · 
only the office he felt he could 
be most beneficial to the campus 
in, and resign the other. 
Pam Mover. running fqr 
Vice-President of the Phoenix 
ticket was also· questioned. She 
is the editor of the yearbook, 
and her influence on the rest of 
the Executive Board fm. 
obtaining funds was pointed out. 
Ec1'er's SJ\B Problem. 
Lloyd Ecker raised . the 
problem that the Student' 
Activities Board had to contend 
with this year. That is, the 
hassles involved in trying to 
obtain the Performing 
Arts Building as well as the 
gymnasium and Ford Hall for 
use of concerts and other 
activities. All parties conceded 
that the buildings' on campus 
belong to the entire campus and 
should be availa}?le for 
:·~ -~-\{:{(~:{}: 
Pam Moyer, Vice. President for Campus Affairs; John Adamlan, Vice 
President for Academic Affairs; Jay Fulham, President of student 
Body; Chrys Childress, Vice President for Business and Finance; Sam 
Shmlkler, Vice P"eskl•nt for Student Relations and Communications 
everyone's---use and not 
exclusively for each department. 
Tenure 
Tenure is a sticky subject not 
only for the faculty but for 
students. At present there are 
some professors here that- many 
feel do not deserve to be 
teaching, but they will stay 
because they have ten~e. Sue 
Rothenberg, Academic Affairs 
candidate for Prism, feels 
students should have a strong 
voice in who will be teaching at 
Ithaca ·College. There are some 
students on tenure committees 
now, but she asserted, "Students 
should !°IP. on "Very committee." 
Mark Engstrom, Midniglft 
Riders' candidate for Academic 
Affairs, wants to compile 
student critiques of professors, 
courses and use that information 
to present to the administration 
in strong terms for 
recommendations. 
And.y Telsey, Prism's choice 
for President, summed 
everything up by saying, "The 
most important aspect of 'this 
election derives itself from 
students dealing with students 
and getting together so that 
together they can work towards 
making the College community 
m o r e comfortable for 
. themselves." 
-------~------------------~ 
Rund~wn Op 
'"'ty P/(l(fo1111s 
PRISM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
··I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
•• I 
I 
,J 
, 1. Increased communication 
and student gov_g_rnment. 
between students '?I 
2. More money for student act~v!(ie_s 
projects. - · 
3. An emergency fund for students in need 
4. Student run book co-op. 
PHOENIX 
I 
I 
and I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• I 1. A circular informing students of student I 
government activities. . 1 2. Increased coverage in st';'dent media of I 
Student Congress. 
3: A report on student organization 1 
expenditures.' I 
4. A faculty-course evaluation report by and •1 
or the student body. 
MIDNIGHT RIDERS 
1.- Student management of campus bookstore. I 
1 2. A non-mandatory policy for J.C. residents of I 
t f C Affairs •1the meal plan. ud l . _,. Top: Cindy MIiier, Vice Preslden or ampus ; 1 3. A spreading out of st ent e ect1?ns Cathlln Lake, Vice President for Student Reta- I 4. A student wn·tten course evaluation i tlons and Communications 
Middle: Andy Telsey, President of Student BqdY · I 
Bottom: Josh Leonard, Vice President of Bus!~ss an • d ·1 . 
Finance; sue Rothenburg, Vice President for : .. •••~••••••••••••~••••••••••••• 
__ ...JA~c!:!a!!d!!e,!!ffl!!!IC~:!;ff~ai!!lrs!_.. __ -:--_:---:--:-:-::7.--:--'. 
ELECTION l(co;..tlnued from page 01111!)" 
committee(s). They will also 
decide whether funds are 
properly spent and make the 
final allocations to clubs. 
Records and financial status 
must be accurately kept by this 
office. 
Important information 
needed to be relayed to the 
student body quickly will ~be 
managed by the VP of Student 
Relations and Communications. 
fhere are three parties 
running for these offices .. The 
Prism party consists of: Andy 
Telsey for President, Cindy 
Miller as candidate for Vice 
President of Campus Affairs, Sue 
Rothenberg. running_ for · Vice 
President of Academic Affairs, 
Cathlin Lake for VP of Student 
· Relations and Communications 
and Joshua Leonard for VP of 
Business and Finance. 
The Phoenix , party· brings., 
together Jay Fulham, Pam 
, Moyer, John Adamian, Sam 
Shmikler and Chrys Chil~ess. 
They are hopµig .to. o~tain, th.e 
offices Qf P-resid·e·nt', 
Vice-President.- Vice~Presiaent of:·.'" 
' ,~V',\'I.._ ... ,.." .. 
Academic Affairs, VP of Stu(lent 
Relations and Communications 
and VP of Business and Finance 
respectiv~ly. 
The Midnight Riders 
· combines Leah Fackos for 
Pre~ident, Tom Threlkeld · for 
Vice-President, and Mark 
Engstrom, Cindy Schwartz and 
John Klumph for the offices of 
VP of Academic Affairs, VP of 
Student Relations. and 
Communications and VP · of 
(continued on page three) 
Ml~NIGHT RIDERS 
· . • Tom Tllnllceld, Vtc..,.,.....nt f9r Camp~a Affaln; •~ EDtStrom. 
, , - : vac, Pni,.lc1enttor~s;::n1 L• .,.~,.._ ..... , ot-' · 
~-: - ·· Stii-a~lladY; { ..... '-· Y!ft!,:JII• llftWd•n.t for 81111MU~~, .. 
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' -., ,_ - - • ' J ~- ·- ••• ~ .... , 
.'ausineis-:: ~n·d-)i'~iiti-~~r: . 
. : • respectively._" . . ; . : '.". "'c-:,: ., .. 
· · , . ' The1:_e. ~- two parties vfeing .. ' i 
.· - for the: offices of. the ·sew.or. . 
cla~. They ~ the Re~t Patfy,, · 
m;id·the ElectriC"Company; ... · 
The Realist .Party bt'iitp Mike- ·. _ 
- Williams to. the political scene as ' ';,~,'.;' \.:_.,.,... 
- he · runs· ro?:·President of' the~., ~lff}f 
Senior class. With him are Frank· · · ·.,, : 
Cappiello f_or Vice-Presidenr and·-' . .:. ;[~ 
Paul . Shubmehl as Treasurer .• --
· The.Y.. have no secretarial· : 
c;andidate -because they feel the- : ; 
correspondence involved is not · '.!,: 
tmp_ortant . enough -to· have: ' -
another person on the ticket. - ·. · 
The El~tric Company, · 
subtitled ·"the transformers of 
'74-7S" flaunts Lloyd Ecker as· ' 
the Presidential candidate, Tom 
fuller fdr Vice-President, Don . 
Le-e aspiring -.for the Treasurer REALISTS 
position an~ Linda Mauriello as Mike WIiiiams, President; Frank capplello, Vice President; 
· the secretarial choice. Paul ShutJmehl, Treasurer. 
P·h_oto 
graphe~s 
Wanted 
'Ediiorial 
Ability 
_Needed 
:Qafkroom ,· 
. -
· ·Privil~ges 
/ .. 
/ . 
~ .. 
,;.:.--.. d-. 
.,.·: -, .. - . '. 
. ~· >· ~·~· - -;;..,, 
Si.lei--
-i,~· 
,_·•:, 
- <:: 
SLM 
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY 
1. A revolving budget that 
will allow expanded use of the 
senior class budget which 
presently stands at $5000. 
2. -H,appy . Hour for seniors 
before every home game 
3. Career Planning Weekend 
again 
4. Senior -input to discover 
senior feelings about 
Commencement. 
5. Skating Party again. 
THE REALIST PARTY 
. 1. Efficient Management of. 
the scholarship fund and 
,. commencement _ 
2. 200, 100, and 50 days 
party, high priorities 
3. · Cocktail dinner dance for 
_s__eniors before graduation ---
4. Senior week in late April 
with a different free activity 
every night for seniors. 
Nancy Shapiro, Secretary; Russ Lyons, Chairman; Sam 
MIi grim, Treasurer. They an: running unopposed. 
!r Phil Flunk-
~ ·lihd'-·Hl,)%." til ll 197 4 P e 3 t' 
. . ~·, p ' ,, .~ 
a·round t~e campus 
Anybody wish,ing to run for Student 
representative to the Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees has to be present at the Student Congress 
meeting this coming Tuesday, April 16th. This 
position;a two-year term, is open to all freshmen 
and sophomores in the LC. community. 
Candidates must ' be vocally nominated by 
someone, not necessarily someone who is a 
member of Student Congress; Elections for this 
position will be held at the April 23rd meeting or -
Student Congress. 
Ithaca Happenings 
The guest on ITHACA HAPPENINGS this week 
willbe Dave Lord who is the director of Housing 
·at Ithaca College. He will talk about proper room 
change procedures and·_ what one should do in 
order to get an apartment downtown. 
The show will be aired this coming Friday on 
WICB FM beginning at 6:45 p.m. 
Sunday Night 
Jeff Stone will interview Bob Klien, President of 
the Advertising Council, this week on WICB's 
-SUNDAY NIGHT at 6- p.m. Klien will be 
' discussing current trends in PublicService 
Advertising. Dave Alworth, in London, will talk 
about the traveling and touring in London during 
their "off peak season. 
WICB Special 
WICB AM Radio will feature a special program 
this coming Sunday evening, April 14. By means 
of tape, Mark Kelly goes to Crandon, Wisconsin to 
present a live campout complete wit,_h crackling 
fire and laughter, along with Spirit, Jefferson 
Starship, Quicksilver Messenger Service and many 
more entertaining. 
The special will be aired Sunday night from 7 to 
. 10 p.m. on WICB AM Radio. 
End of Semester 
following are the revised dates for the 
of semester classes and the final exam 
Wednesday May 8 ........ Semester Classes End 
Thursday May 9 ....... Reading Day (No Exams) 
Friday May IO .... Exams Begin For All Students 
Saturday May I I ................ Exam Day Il 
Sunday May 12 .... , .. Reading Day (No Exams) 
Monday M_ay 13 ................ Exam Day III 
Tuesday May 14 ............... .Exam Day IV 
Wednesday May 1 SExam Day V-{End of Semester) 
Saturday May 18 ............. Commencement 
The Best of Broadway 
THE BEST OF BROADWAY will premiere this 
Sunday morning at 11-p.m. on WICB AM. Each 
week host Rick Frischman will play a Broadway 
score it its ~ntirety and discuss the plot of the 
show.4-Ie will also inform the listening audience on 
what show is, opening in Ithaca and New York 
City. This, week: the SO's Rock musical, Grease. 
Volunteers are Needed 
Cancer Crusade-Any groups from Frats, Soror, or 
dorms.are needed to SQlicit door-to-door in all the 
outlying townships of tl).e' County, particularly 
Dryden and Fr~eville, beginning April 17. If you; 
or your _group Ji.ave transportation your help is 
despi,r,ately needed. 
Alcoholism Task Force - TompkID!' County, needs 
volu_!ltei:rs to take a telepHone _survey on opinions_· 
and attitudes about alcohol Orientation will b"e 
given to the volunteer and the phoning can be 
d9ne at any-convenient time. --· 
,/ 
· Coopetative E;xtension - Nutrition for ·the E-lderly 
i:ieeds .. volunteers to. receive, 11:gister participants 
· and h~p arrange after l~uch recreational programs, 
;Mon., Tues., Weds., from lJ:jO to -1-:30, at• 
_ lthacare Hqpsing on Quarry . S If you" are 
interested in any of the above volunteer 
.,possibilities, please·ca11 Lori Hultgren at x3261 for 
-.additio~al information. -- ; ,~ f . 
. ~: 
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~editori~r~ .... J•" :·· 
It's Thursday, April 11. Do you know where your polling station 
'is? 
Three parties are running for the Executive B_oard of_our Student 
·- Congress. With varying degrees of success and or_ganization, they've 
each been trying to get the Word out that they're the secret of 
salvation (this year),. for our,afflicted campus. The anmJal rite of , 
platform presentation and protection, poster erection and retraction, 
cross-party co-operation and subtle disuasion, and even subtler 
personal politicking and evangelization mounted its baptismal fount 
last Wednesday and reaches its conclusion today when the voter 
magistrates marry the people to their posts. 
part in . today:'s elections? How many know· even yet about the 
longtime student congress members running for the light refractor. 
party, or the newspaper freaks seeking to take over the government 
as well as the media -or the ·polymorphic conglomerate of 
congressl'C1'.Sons,- me~ia mepibers and transfers risin~ from'the ashes; 
on to a new and better day'! 
So intense the'4?lllldidates become. So e~wrapped in their politics 
and visions. of the superfecta Ithaca· College will become under their 
leadership. If only the entire student body would become so intense. 
But alas and however, tliey remain the steadfast souls that they 
are, relaxed and detached from these miniature tomados whirling 
about, enticing them with their promising ideas. Another ' day, 
Even with the usual last minute barrage of campaign material, 
how many people know about and/or._have been motivated to take 
another A, another 1-... · · 
Suppose they gave an election and nobody C!_me'! 
I/ 
etters ' HARK! HARK! THE ANTI-VOST! 
To the Editor: 
Please permit me to elaborate 
on my views concerning the four 
credit program which the history 
department recently 
inaugurated. I ,will n6t, as I 
stated, demand more of students 
in my courses. I do not believe 
an increased requirement 
reasonable in view of the limited 
time a semester allows for 
reading and research. However, 
the "depth" a student acquires 
in any given endeavor depends 
not only on the probing nature 
of the assignments, but on the 
diligence with which the student 
delves into the% Under the four 
credit program l hope that 
students, by reducing by one the 
number of courses they carry 
each semester, will find the extra 
time necessary to write the 
research paper extra carefully, 
research it -, more thoroughly, 
enjoy their reading assignments 
more because they are less 
(continued from page one) 
rushed. If this occurs, students 
will in<!eed find their 
coursework more rewarding and 
their appreciation of the 
implications of their studies 
deepened and the move to four 
credits will be justified. 
Although I have a number of 
serious reservations that the 
above will come, about as I hope 
it will, I would be shortsighted 
and unadventuresome not to 
give the new program a fair trial. 
· The reasons 1 supported the 
p r o gr a m w e re that : 1) 
intradepartmental studies 
indicated that the department 
could administer the program 
properly particularly if the 
department adds new staff, and 
2) if the program works, the 
quality of education at Ithaca 
College will improve. 
Sincerely, 
Paul W. McBride 
Assistant Professor of History 
To the Editor: 
The April 1 edition of The 
Ithacan providei:J. tlie nee,ded 
relief ·for everyone during our 
"energy" situation. 
I have still demanded, without 
satisfaction, to know the I 
meaning e3f President Frameup's 
statement. 'It would seem to me 
that Tierra Del Fuego would be 
a far more· reasonable site for 
relocation of the College since 
its topography is closer to that 
of Ithaca College than the 
Bonneville Salt Flats. 
I will continue to pursue 
relocation of the College to a 
site more conducive of our 
mission. 
Reverently, 
Wheel Darrow, 
Anti-Vost 
Editor's 'Note·: Andy 
Friedman served· as editor for 
the April Fool's edition. 
major claims a friend sold her gimmick is that the government· 
the letter because he figured she is m.aking a quarter from ·each 
the letter, and ten dollars for the was reliable and wouldn't break money order purchased. Klein 
two· money orders. When you the chain. She purch~sed' the : pointed out that the I.C. post 
;ell your two letters for ten letter when another friend told office has been bombarded by 
dollars each, you hreak even and .her that. he'd made firtr.;five students wanting to ouy money 
begin to profit from the dollars smce last week. The ordersinthepastfewdays. 
pyramid. Since your name now letter will work", she said, "if Mr. Kl~in did not personally 
appears at the bottom of the list, everyone cooperates. Some object to the chain letter, but he 
if everyone cooperates, it will people tho~gh, are really lax pointed out that if someone lost 
eventua(IY be at the. t_op, and about sendmg the !etter out. or dropped his letter, it would 
you will start rece1vmg five One guy I know hasn t typed u_p mean someone else would get 
dollar money orders. The letter ,..his letters yet ·and it's holding ur inadvertently taken off the list. 
states: 'Sell your letters Within about half the chti.in." A sophomore in dorm, five· 
t"':'enty-four h~urs and no one Thi~ student was not -~oo bought' h!lr letter last week but 
will have to wait more thar. one w or r I e d about ma k Ing hasn't made any money·yet, She 
week before rece1vmg $640 money. ... "lf I sell the letters," claims to have purchased .it out 
through the mail!" she -~ommente,d, "I break even, of curiousity and a desire to 
so 1t doesn t really matter . "make a few extra . dollars· 
becau_se it was fun. All we can easily". This student bought her ' 
lose _ 1s the SO cent charge f~~ letter from a music major who 
makmg up_ the money orders. got his from a friend at Cornell. 
Money By Mail 
Some Skeptical 
Many students are quite 
willing to take the risk of losing 
their money, but others are 
more skeptical. A female cinema 
C.J. Klem, a spokesman from The chain, which now includes 
th_e Ithaca Coll~ge po_st office, mostly LC. students, apparently 
said that one good pomt of the spread her.e from Cornell and 
swept through the 
deparj:ment first. 
· Hesitant, too 
music with postal Officials· downtown 
and that sending the money 
orders through the . mail was· 
acceptable. · 1 
Some students are hesitant to Since the letter hit Ithaca 
get involved in the chain for a College, it has spread so quickly 
number of reasons. They -are that no one can,speculate·as to 
afraid they won't be able to sell how many students are involved.' 
'--- their letters, and will lose twenty It's hard to tell where the letter 
dollars, and some feel it is will go from here, or even if it 
simply a foolish idea. A _few. will make it past our camplis. 
students have been ·warded off· When, and if, students start 
because of the legal implications receiving money though, the 
of the gimmick. Rumors .are letters will most likely·sell faster. 
spreading that the, chain letter is For all those who are skeptical, 
illegal, but the letter clearly the anonymous author of the 
states: "Do·not mail this letter, letter puts in large letters at the 
only the money order. To mail .bottom; COOPERATION 
the letter would be illegal."· B E A T-S C O M P E T I-
Klein said they had checked TION-TRUST PEOPLE!! 
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TIIANII,., 
To the Editor: 
Now that the electrical 
shortage is hopefully turning 
into history, I would like to take 
a moment to reflect on the' 
happenings of th~ past week. 
Very soon after the power 
failure on Wednesday, March 27, 
the energy and commitment of 
the members of the Ithaca 
College community made me 
realize that we were in fact a 
.• community. It gave me great. 
pride to know that I had the 
privilege of being part of it. 
As we progressed through the 
week whi~h followed my 
personal appreciation kept 
growing. I was able to work side 
by side with my colleagues, 
administratols ; and staff in Job 
Hall, each ·sacrificing comfort 
and self-energy' no one 
complaining. As I --.. wandered 
around the campus talking to 
large groups, small groups and 
.individ~als my pride in Ithaca 
9ollege · persons swelled even 
more. 
showed themselves i~ great ·stead 
as they enforced,--_ out of 
necessity, difficult -rules · to 
protect our · limited power 
sub-station. The student union 
immediately began programming to help us all relax during a time 
of stress. They were also itble to 
set-up the ·most valuable 
information center which kept 
. us all informed at any given· 
moment. A sp_ecial thank you to 
all the student volunteers who 
worked around the clock, never 
complaining, to make certain 
that no questions · went 
unanswered. The middle 
management should be 
congratulated for making_ certain 
:tha t the College continued 
operating day by day. I am 
certain that we all truly 
appreciate the work of the 
academic administration and the 
faculty who were able to 
continue , that which we are all 
here for - education. A personal, 
special th;mk you to each 
member of the administration, 
-faculty and staff who either 
came to the campus over the 
weekend t>r during the evenings 
to assist the stude~ts or who 
opened their homes so that 
students could visit them. And 
the the Ithacan, WICB and the 
Office of Public Affairs, you are 
our media. But the greatest 
applause must go tc5 the student 
body. Without you no one could 
have "pulled it through". You 
had to sacrifice the most, 
necessities and comfort - but it 
was done. The individuals in the 
Garden Apartments certainly 
suffered more than all of us but 
the smiles did not leave their 
_faces. Y ciu are the College. The 
Coll_ege is yours and you showed 
all of us that you took ,on the· 
responsibility to make certain 
that your '.college was not 
jeopardized. · I must though also 
add that in · any communit1 
there are those few who consider 
themselves more special; the few 
wh9 think they are more equal 
than others; the few who will 
allow everyone else to sacrifice 
but can only think of their 
self-centered comfort. For those 
few I apologize to the vast 
majority. Let's hope as they 
view themselves in the-mirror, as 
they self-reflect, they will take 
this opportunity to mature and 
become responsible adults. 
Finally, thank you for being 
you. 
Gus A. Perialas 
Vice President for Student 
and Campus Affairs 
There is no way that any of us 
can thank each person 
individually but I would like to 
express my gratitude to Provost 
Darrow for assembling the taslc 
force working on the problem. 
Each person meeting on that 
force showed his/her concern, 
so,und -judgment and 
commitment. The members of 
Physical Plant should e~ch be 
thanked individually for the 
energy . they displayed as they 
WOtked side by side With persons 
from New York State Electric 
and Gas-and various contractors. 
It was a cold, windy night but 
no one avoided the task for self 
comfort. Safety and Security 
worked many hours of over.time 
to protect us, our property and 
insure our safety - thank you: 
• 
*INDIVIOUAL & GROUP TRAVEL 
*EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR S.O.F A 
, •,INTRA-EUROIIEAN F~IG.HTS & TOURS 
-273-3073 
The housing staff once again 207 N. AURORA ST ITHACA NY 
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A _gift. for beau.ty 
from Revson 
,_ 
••• _ the 'U lti ma'_-
11 collectioo 
Purchase any '~ ltirr. · 11 Product, b_y Charles 
Revson,. and receive a ieweler's basket with five 
'~ltima' 11 beautifiers;_a 20.00 val~e, for iust 3.00. 
,,.,, 
The gift Includes: 
'UHlma' Perfumed Body Velvet 
Shining Rouge in Shining Red . 
Super Luscious Llpf$tlck·1n Cherry~ood . 
Under MakeupMoisture Lotion In Naturelle 
Nutrlentr.,alceup 1n·Natural Beige 1 
' . 
COSMETICS,.STREET FLOOR , ,... · 
. ' ' - ,.,,,,-.- .~: . . 
/ .' 
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QUOT-ABLE QUOTES 
"The tragedy of life is ~hat dies inside a man while 
h,{Jives." 
'LolfE comes in ~ree's. 
'You al'\clYo,,w, tove-,~ 
att& a fi·V\e Jeweler. 
..-------, 
Frank Hammer is your 
fine jeweler her~ in 
Ithaca. He'll help 
you select a beauti-
ful Keepsake diamond 
that will be a symbol 
of your love now·and 
~~011ViJJolltllle~·s forever. ~ ·1--
A ltman & Green-cekll"d.JJa~e _. 
Ithaca's Jewelers 
exclusive authorized 
Keepsake.Dealer. 144 £.£tote ~lheet 
•• 
Open Fridays till 9 pm_ 
'·/ love• you for wh,lt you ,fr<•. 
but I /ovc> you y('t nwn• fw 
\-Vhc1t you arc• going to hi' . .. " 
- ( ,11 I <;,111dliur~! 
Ch.os~·n but oric(' ,incl dwri\lwcl ior<!V('r, 
your.(!ngag(•nwnt and Wl'clding ring~ will n•il(•ct your lov1• 
in_tlwir.brillianC"t• and lwc1uty. H,1ppily you ( c111 ( hom1· 
K('('J)~akt• with C"ompl<·h· < onfid1•nn· 
IWC"illlS(' the guar,111t<•1• cl~~un·~ J)('ril!C"t dc1rity, 
prccb(• C"Ut ,mcl iinl'. 
• whit(' C"olor. TlwrP is 
no finPr diamond ring. 
I M HL'g A U Pc.,111.J Lll 
HOW TO PLAN YOU~ ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
Send new 20 pg booklet, "Plann,ng Your Engagement and Wedding· plus 
lull color !older and 44 pg. Bride's Book gilt ollor all lor only 25C::. s.,. 
Name ~--------,,(P,,--,n-.,-:,,p=-.,n.,-,,----------
AtkllllrH ------
City---------------------
SL11e ________________ z,o ____ ___,_ 
KEEPSAKE DIAMONQ- RINGS, BOX-90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201 
I \ • / • 
find ·your Kespa1ka Jewelera In the Yellow page1 or dial lree 800-243-GOOO. In Conn. 800-882-'5500 
~ ' l .. . ~ - . . ,' ... 1,. 
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By Cindy Schwartz 
It is 7:30 P.M. on Wednesday,"April 10th and· 
you d~cide to go over to the Union to hang-ar~und 
awhile. Seeing a large group of people congregating 
in the Crossroads, you make an inquiry and find 
out that .a forum on Sex·· Role· Behavior and 
Restraints isllbout to begin. 
extra.terrestrial male chauvinist exploiter'", but 
rather is learning t~ speak ou~ ~~ _ask for p.tip: 
Students Speak 
·· By Katen·Sperlins .... : Andy Telse~,'-~i~~--~e ex~~l~--:. 
· From the.-backyurd-clubho~e--: t-li-ar :m_any_- i· ~J?USCS.-_. liave_~-
to the Teamster~ 'Union, at~emi,!t'd establillhing fa"'1!!¥ 
individuals -who have-. common evaluapon ltandboo~ . ·: . ' .. 
goals organize. ~mselves into _ . The a~tempts have faile~; b~t , 
Heather Thomas and Greg Lehne both talk groups.· Indivi4uals .i_n colleges ·m ~e. "flew_ '?f the NY~~- this 
about their own present personal fights_ against the and, universities are organizing po~ibili~ ~Lhil~. ~e_c;o~e 
set definitio11_ of sex roles as ... things lhat_people too-the proge~ors in the forin an- actuality; had the campuses 
are Sl!Pp9sed to do or not to do, depen4._ipg on the of the _long--standing American , work~d together-to .achiev~ ·it. 
Being a somewhat liberal lthat:a College·student predetermined factor of being male or female." · ' Association of University "As long ··as students -operate 
with a fairly open· min'!!, you enter the ·room, and Hell!Jler feels · that she has transcended the Professors, and the students witho~t· knowledge· qf what _.is . 
are met by seventy interested -and especially confining sex barriers that society has imposed. (studied ·here) are_ beginnµig to . occ~mng _ o~ _other ~puses 
curious students. The forum (a first in the series of She· has learned to re\ate. to. people in terms- oi. unite -with the New York ·dealing. _with sunilar problems, 
Sex Roles and· Human Relationships initiated by their_ individual temperaments and needs, nof the Student Association (NYSA). the consequences will remain __ 
Martha Wolga, of the Health Counseling Service) is packaged sex roles that male and females each are - · · wasted en~~~¥ !---_;inco~plete 
·a panel discussion involving three people who want taught t_o follow. · ..Since its inception in the programs,'frustration·· · and 
to relate their life experiences to interested Greg continues along the same line of personal summer months of 1973• the apathy," · reads .part of the, 
students. Those people include David Connor, a consciousness-raising and. speaks of the evolution ' NYSA- has been working· to declaration. - . ·· 
member of the Center for Religion, Ethics, and_ in terms of· sex roles that he sees beginning. establish guidelin.es for itself. · The long range interests of the 
Social Policy, and also a Catholic priest; and twQ "People should be able· to share sexual and The lateS t res.ult of the, organization were also put·into • 
members of the Gay Liberation movement active emotiona, feelin~ with people that are similar and organization's work in this area writing. The establisltjng of 
in the Cornell and local college community; eas.y to. relate to", and not haverto base the is· th e emergence of a tuition assi!ltance plans;. ·an 
Heather Thomas and Greg Lehne. relationship on type · (heterosexual_ or ''Declaration of ·intent". This investigati<;m of the,..taxes ·on 
homosexual), but rather on quality. declaration was presented at the _ textbociks,'-and creating lines for. 
David_ Connor speaks first on l)is past NYSA's final meeting of .... this · t h 1 · · 
School Ye.a[. rece, ntly. ·The m er-sc oo commurucatlol), experiences encountered as a child of the Emotions were listed as , some possible 
post-depression era. He relates many humorous, document states that th~ intent areas of activity-with which'the 
but also serious anecdotes concerning his Since people have common emotional of the NYSA -is "to consolidate organization wiU---be involved. 
socialization into the essence of machismo, and experiences, one should be · able to deal with all ·public· and ptj.vate colleges The organization ·feels -that. it 
the stud-like image of manliness he later rejected. people devoid of roles, and in terms of indiwlual vt;k ~vt::e~t:i~ vi~:~ .... can -excel -in th£: _struggle for 
His stories' are flavored with examples ,of his qualities, not predetermined factors such as sex, -· students' _rights through- the 
adolescence being chock full of sports, the stress age, race, or size. organization - representing the concept of organization with 
on winning, (and not mrcessarily good In general, if asked about a few major points righ_ts and ~eeds of_students." actions carried out by means of 
sportsmanship- and the importance for a man to- discussed during the forum, you w'ould probably d re. composers of ttle strong persistent lobbying 
have personal salesmanship in his endeavors - comment that all human beings are channeled into ec_ ara!ion set_ d~wn the 11eed efforts." ·, 
"getting a line ·ind selling it".) sex roles through social institutions and groups. for commumca!ion ~etween ..Next year the organization 
You migh L he able to relate to Connors when he 
spends a few moments on the false image that men 
are molded into - that of a cold; hard, person, 
devoid of all emotions and who needs no outside 
help from anyone. And you feel rallied towards 
Connor's cause when tie tells of the dire need for 
men's consciousness raising groups as a solution 
for men to escape their programmed existence and 
lea·m to share their feelings with others. · 
A major point he makes concerns the idea that 
men arc not rallying against an enemy in the way 
that women are joining together to change a 
male-oriented society. Man is not fighting "the 
Maybe you'd even comment that living without ·-camp1;1ses, h~vmg ~itnessed has _hopes of -its repres~nting 
sex roles is probably more difficult, but a more . m~y ~tances m which· needed _ ...between ?0 and 7 5 schools. Th~ 
open and gratifying experience.-'You wq~ld say actio!1 15 repea!ed unsucc~ss_fully next general gathering of the 
that both men . and · women have internalized a,t- different times _on different state-wide student union . is 
taboos and guilts, and that opening up and·relating ~-a~ puses; Presiden~ ~n~ schtdtiled ,for . sometime i~, 
to others who have had similar experiences·· co-_tounder of the organization, October._ 
definitely aids in uriderstanding yourself, And you 
would have left the meeting a little over two hours 
later, _feeling ·elieved in sharing a problem that you· 
might have repressed for so long, or·at least feel 
relieved in· knowing that you._had spent. a very 
comfortable and info!l!lative evening among 
people you had just met, and found friendly and 
easily approachable. 
The LC. Alumni Association of Car Tripping_ _(with Special 
is distributing free copies of a,_ .Gas:-5a~g ;iuggestio11:s)." . · 
comprehensive new travel A special 28-page section on 
magazine for students entitled "The Great American Outdoors" 
America-The Datsun Student co-ntains a state-by-state 
Travel _Guides. discussion of pertinent :qjtvel 
Safety and Streake-rs This new p_ublication is inform~tion _on camping, sports, says, "it" depends on the· currently being distributed on festivals and other general events· situation." The main concern is 1 5 0 c o 11 e g e c a mp us es as well as regional maps keyed to 
- th~ safety of those participating, throughout the ·country. It the camping and sp_orts sites 
and the personal rights of those contains idea.s- and su~estions features in the sourceb<tok. 
has purposely not made a public exposed to.,-the phenomenon. for "travelling on a shoestring" ''The City Scene" contains 
statement about its intended ··Mr. Withiam said that ·he was 11- f h t tr l al f f ...i1 • • 
By Vann Weller 
For the benefit of those 
streakers who may be wondering 
about Safety's policy on. their 
naked romps, the Ithacan paid a 
visit to Lou Withiam, 
Coordinator of the campus' 
Division of Safety and_ Security. 
dealings with streakers because as we as ips. on ow o . ave gener ips or exp onng a CJty 
''we don't want to be particularly upset by the more efficiently-to consume less and discusses where ·to get 
streaking activity that occurred gas. One million ·copies of the information; meet people;_ find 
challenge~.·: J:Ie said ~hat q>r~ell on the night of the blackout. He - · seventy-two, page student guide ldcal culture, cheap beds and 
has a definite policy agamst said.thatbecauseoftlredarkness will be distributed nationwide emergen-cy help. for 1-4-
streaking and consequently ·· many people could have gotten· from mid-March~to May. metropolitan cities inhe U.S. 
many C.U:students have been hurt run'ning around with America, . written and· - Also included are'iirticles on-
doing it just for that·reason. · candles that kept going· out, 01 · researched by students for bicycle touring; youth hostels in 
Here at Ithaca College,_ ·he flashlights that did not provide students, features articles on, a I the·u.s. (facilities, -customs and. wrffiiam said that his office 
Tuesday thru Saturday 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Dinners served 6:00-8:30 . 
Reservatlons ~equested- 539-7724 
ENEROUS COCKTAILS -
GREAT FOOD 
_aEI.AXING ,ATMOSPH_ ... 
THANK YOU 
for coming to ••• u~ in 
. - -
your darkest houri 
SELF SERVICE WASH & 
DRY CLEANERS 
at the coop plaza 
./ 
sufficient_light! Withiam went on variety of travel related subjects, re,g_ula.tions) ;~American· 
to .say that any complain~ from _ and encompasses numerous waterways; hitchhiking; travel 
people who found streaking Jl)odes of ground. transportation·· games; and the art of highway 
obscene ,or offensive would have including car, bike, traitt and travel sine~ .the I 890's featuring 
to be-acted-upon. b.oat. Th,e- practical aspects o'f such prominent trallelers as'.:Jack 
"Personally, I don't think it's traveling in an energy-crisis era, Keronac, Jo!}n Stej.nbeck and 
any worse than the fads we had -what to check for before going Ken Kesev. 
when I was in school,~' }.Vithiam · on the road, how to make· the ,,,,. ____ ..,,... _______ _ 
.said, but, he -added, if the . -trip more conifortable...and safe wooded setting about ten miles 
· studeE_ts are ,going to do it,.. driving tips are featured in an away has been setected as the 
"they shou~d do. it safely." article ~ntitied "The Pragmatics site, and complete - seclusion 
--:------,----i=.. .... -...1-should be the key to getting 
.
'A' ca~emic GetilWfl_r~-=- :~~~c ~t~o=es~!tb:e:c~ n "·t L and quiet and threflrfeals a day. 
, · · _ · end of~111ester pai:iic. This..year, "'For those who fmd peace and. 
-By ~eter Korn, thanks to the efforts of Dave quiet· are· not enough :to get their 
Knowlton,·· -coordinator of ·work done there.will be teachers. 
There's one month .to go and Student Activi~s, there may be on hand to serve as resource ani 
your academic future looks an easy :way out. It's caIIM· an'· reference . people.,. At -.least 
_about as bright as your faded· academic r!!treat;and it will t;tk~ eight "faculty· me_mbers will be 
bluejeans. You've got that paper pl11,ce from.~ a.J?.Sawroay, Apnl present during some portiqn of 
due __ ··in So,cio!~gy; the terin .l3'th to 8 p.m. Sunda}'.i April the weekend. . . . 
proJect thats bee~ put off all .14th. . . . The prictt is $2.80, and.if the 
semester, and just .around· the:. - Th!! i~ea behiir · .. die retreat is · program is successful,.it-.may be 
corner (say .it ain't so) there,) t_o ~ow Ithaca,C.:!)llege.students continued µi ·, commg:'. ye;trs. 
finals. . to either catch up or. get ahead -Students are reminded. to : brin·g 
. · It happens evJry .-~Ye~r to . in the~· work_· j~~ ·when_ the. whatever. they ~m·ay · need to do 
pr~cti!=311y __ eve~ stu5fen_t; the press~re is starting to m~unt. A their work, although some .... 
Ii,:iJ.ited equip~nt. will. be -
. .. . ... provided _at the, site,:· such ,as . 
··a· -- 5 -- -- NIIUT typewriters._ ~o,. linens or ·:;. . Ml _._IJ'--~
1
. _.. ..;:. -::~;n.bags and p~low~·-~oul~ 
~ .. . - . . ; .. ....,_P9'. ' . ·.- . . .. , . .,. . . . 
open 7 a~ till 11 pm _.-fe::>· __ .. . ----~ .~Jltfit'._f~II >~;'P~=~-!:u.it~ii!1.-t1~~ 
7 days a week _-._..._ ..... , ... ·.. . . ·:;_.,_ c.~-- •: ·:.~:r!e!:~!i~~~~~ /" ._-.· .... ~ . _: .... Iowa: 'Fl08 ·Thursday- night;::foc:all 
'always ready . to he,,...._}p. y· O,U\ . 1 · ........_.- ·. - -· ., .......... lll-· , those'· wlioi -signe.d. ;µp.2,A . ~;-:·:·.;·,_· -..;... ... -.IUACI.-.->" .::~in11,1m of:fom• p'e~P.l!-'.~IJ..-
always-. atten<f ..;:._..:a :·. ,::·:-:."J··:· _:_ f:·:,,.;:.:' . . :.:.::,.-.. ~¥COJll--.1'~S ·,_·..:._ ;-a:t·t~endt;. ,ant~ _a ·akm~¥,i-_i,-?f · .. ~ · .- ,.- ~ .~.- ·,_:_ ,·· ·.-:-,_; ., : ·., · .. ·.: .:. ·.; .. ,,,_;,,.,.: .. '.-.·:.: ... :;i- ·-:·., ~--- , r_ w.~A '.,: o_-. ~ . ,r. .... u,ie.-.·.- .trip~·-
'i.'. , .• ~ . , '.., •·• • • ,.,,' ., ,, ';~~:?~:~;:::,z: ·~'1'.T"t!t\tj~~~~i1!]i(!JJ;i(i~: "'""!-- -~-· ~ : ~-1. ! 
Joel Caplan 
LOOK FOR.- THE ORANGE TOP 
By Fred Raker 
Howard Johnson's-watch' 
out! The new ice cream shop 
(located in the West Tower 
basement) has seventeen 
tantalizing flavors and a 
· co-manager ,with an orange top. 
Joel Caplan, 'a red-headed junior 
Physical Education major, is one 
-of the coordinators of the 
enterprise which is diligently 
trying to raise money for Ithaca 
College scholarships. 
The ice cream shop {open 
Sun. thru Thurs., 8 p.m.-12; Fri. 
& Sat., 8 p.m.-2a.m.) is a 
non-profit organization. 
According to Caplan "the 
proceeds are going towards a 
scholarship fund for financially 
needy students with a 3.0 
average or better." Each 
scholarship will be $500 with 
each student receiving it one 
time only. "Ideally," says 
Caplain, "we'll try to give away 
three or.four in the beginning of 
each semester. But we may 
actually. only give away one. It 
au· depends on how much we 
make." 
Caplan· is a transfer student 
from Berkshire Community 
College .in Pittsfield, 
Massachusetts (his home town) 
where he received his Associate 
·Degree in Physical Education. 
Here at l.C., he is working 
towa·rds. his B.A. degree 
(teaching) in Physical Education. 
When he's not in class or making 
sundaes, he is at the dance 
studio in the P.E. building where 
he resides as the president and 
coach of the LC. Fencing Club. 
Good First Week 
The ice cream shop did quite 
well for ·the first week-making 
over $100 each night. The shop, 
however had less business the 
past ;eek which is quite 
unfortunate. Co-manager Caplan 
attributes the drop in business 
Note 
ALS 
Joel Caplan, student manager of the 
new ICE CP.~AM STORE as he 
prepares to dish out a sundae .... 
service with a smile. 
"to the Passover holiday and the 
power problem." And with 
Easter right around the comer, 
he expects another "dive". 
All the shop workers are 
volunteers with three to six 
working each night (two to three 
work in a shift with two shifts· 
per night). Caplan work"s 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
alternate Sundays. Co-manager 
Tom Threlkeld, the originator of 
the shop, works Tuesday, 
Thursday, Saturday and 
alternate Sundays. Caplan enjoys 
working there as do "most 
people ... we all enjoy helping out 
Concert 
and meeting people". He added, 
"anyone who is interested ~ 
working should contact myself 
or Tom". 
Student Congress helped the 
shop get started with a $16 20 
loan. That amount has not been 
used up; the rest is a pad for the 
shop to fall back on. The only 
drawback, according to Caplan, 
is "the $75/month rental fee for 
use of Rm. 106 in the W. Tower 
basement". Caplad is hoping to 
have that fee discontinued since 
the shop is non-profit and is 
•• making money for the students. 
The ice cream shop, which by 
the way is holding a contest to 
find a name for the place, has 
very reasonable prices. Caplan 
said, "the first two weeks were 
-to test the prices. Some prices 
may be low·ered, but none will 
be jacked-up". Mr. Caplan, 
believing in the integrity of the 
customer, added, "I'd rather go 
out of business than raise the 
prices". 
The shop, to go along with its 
cones, shakes, sundaes and 
floats, has a few "specials": free 
tootsie rolls and cherries on 
-cones, free sprinkles, and 
half-price for streakers. So far 
three have come in. But since all 
three were of the male gender, 
Caplan implored, "girl streakers 
are wanted!" 
At this time, the ice cream 
shop has two card tables and 
enough chairs to seat sixteen 
people. By no means is it 
finished yet. Caplan explained 
"it should look, not in the major 
setup, sort of like the pub; 
customers having to walk 
through chairs to get to the 
counter". They have a counter 
but they are not able to use it 
yet. 
Joel Caplan is an ambitious 
young man with a great concern 
for his fellow students. It is not 
everyday you find someone 
sacrificing his time and energy to 
help,- -not himself, but others. 
Asked if he would still be 
working there next year, he 
replied: "If the shop remains 
open, I will. And the only reason 
it would not be open, would be 
if students stop coming in," 
which he doesn't foresee 
happening. 
Tales From 
Tinsel Town 
By Rona Hood from Hollywood 
Hello fame fans, by now you must surely have 
noticed the impressive rise from obscurity to chic 
ministardom of that darling young writer John 
Gardner. His first novel The Resurrection, received 
rave notices when it was published in 1966, but no 
one had heard of him except for a few stuffy old 
pedagogues in academia somewhere. He wrote 
another lovely book, The Wreckage of Agathon, 
but it fell to a fate similar to that of the first. It 
wasn't until Grendel in 1971 that John ever 
started to gain some public recognition. As some 
of you literary types might have guessed, this is 
the ancient Beowulf legend, but retold from 
Grendel's point of view. Does John change the 
outcome? Does evil triumph after all? Well, I'll 
leave you on the edges of your chairs on that; I 
was on mine reading Grendel, you will too. That 
kind of reaction is why it was put out in 
paperback soon after its hardcover version. This 
was John's first large printing and his first novel to 
be illustrated (which has become his trademark), 
but this was only an indication of the greatness yet 
to come. 
Now we come to the clincher, friends, The. 
Sunlight Dialogues, the epic novel that has been 
compared favorably with any and all great authors 
since the Renaissance. John covers everything with 
skill and compassion in this, his second novel set in 
rural New York State, his own birthplace. This 
magnificent 1972 edition 600 page book was soon 
after published in paperback, along with his 
ancient Greek story, The Wreckage of Agathon. 
But John didn't stop there. Oh no, not our John. 
The next year he had two more books published 
and his first novel, The Resurrection, issued in 
paperback. The fifth Gardner book is another epic, 
this time an epic poem, Jason and Medea, a 
retelling in poetry of their immortal love, their 
heroic and incredible search for the Golden Fleece, 
and the troubles they had when they at la&t got 
home. This is my personal favorite, even more 
favorite than the others, which are all so 
wonderfully thrilling. His latest release brings us 
back up to date in central New York. It's Nickel 
Mountain, which-irns-bem-nn· bestselling lists just 
all over. This is a pastoral novel of love at that so 
slow pace almost unknown to us here in the big 
bad city. So I lilJpe you enjoy John Gardner's 
books, whether you read the modem or the 
ancient ones. This is Rona Hood saying goodbye 
from Hollywood. Ciao. 
The Afro-Latin Society, in 
conjunction with Student 
Congress, will be presenting 
Mandrill and Labelle in concert 
on Saturday night, April 20, in 
the Ben Light Gymnasium. 
THE.VILLA 
Mandrill, consisting of seven 
young men from New York 
City, has tried to capture an 
enormous and different sound 
which is what a mandrill is itself 
- an extremely large and unique 
animal. Their latest album, ,Just 
Outside of Town, has already 
passed the million dollar mark 
with tunes such as "Mango 
Meat" and "Love Song". 
Labelle, once known as Patti 
Labelle and the Bluebelles, has 
been "mesmerizing" audiences 
-everywhere with singing, 
hand-clapping and dancing. The 
Bluebelles, have now 
·emerged successfully as Labelle. 
Tuesday 
Tuesday night, Student, •• ~~~;,,J!f-'/Ht-
Co_ngress allocated~~ to $1,000 • CHERYL COLE FRIOAY 
more than the onginal $4,000 . · ..,_27-n'91s 
amount ·10 help the ALS with. 19G7-:rn-17Sn 
·the costs· of lighting, advertising TIii 
?and the two groups. ,- -~AIIIIM 
.; ' The concert will begin at 8:30 ·  ... 
. on 'Saturday night, April 20 in IHT!RIOR.PLAMTSCAPINC 
·· thi{Ben Light Gym. Tickets are HOUSePLANTS·& SUPPLIES S4:oo in advance and $4.50 at _ . . . ·. 
· the door. I . . · Mou1111 
' ' - • IJal,fCl.ll:TM,AUIIOIIA .. . - .•. SAT, IG;OOAJ!I, S:11111'.~ .-
... ; ~~·--~:·· 
Corner of 3rd and Madison·Street 
2 blocks from rt. 13 
3rd stre·et exit 
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Swashbuckling 
Slapstick 
By Stavros Swartz 
Think back on thy childhood, if thou will. 
Rememberest thou the unruly mopheads and their 
films of distinction-Help and Hard Day's Night? 
Rememberest, if thou were a little movie freak, 
Darling and Petulia? It is here that the wise son 
stops reclining, .leans forward in his seat, and asks 
of his father, "Dear sir, tell us, who begat these 
fabulous movies that we all loved so very much?" 
But, before the father can answer, the wicked son 
interrupts with a snarl ·and ·says, "Foolish 
brother-it is Richard Lester which give us these 
here stupid flicks. You and your kind may think 
him a genius, but he is a loonie--he shall make 
films no more!" 
Alas, for many years the wicked son had his 
way. Richard Lester was rele~ted to making 
commercials in Italy and England, and the film 
world had lost a genius. But, thankfully, the wise 
son has prevailed, Lester is back, and he has 
blessed us with his finest film to date: The Three 
Musketeers. 
The Three Musketeers was a project that Lester 
originally envisioned as the perfect vehicle for The 
Beaties. He would adapt the novel, complete with 
all its mayhem and grandeur, and show the world 
what The Three Musketeers really were: noble, 
swarthy, not too bright, but loveable and loyal. 
Perfcc,t for a Beatie movie; but alas, the Beatles got 
. From 
• 
Eaater Plant& 
: - .. ;' l'HE PLANTATION 
• Ldfes 
• Mums 
• Miniature 
Roses· 
• A.zaleas 
• llydra11gea 
154 E. State St. 
273-7231 
We now deliver to 
Tompkins County Hospital 
Ask fQr .details 
' " •• I - , .., ' r'"·•'•" "';' -
, . ·""~ .... ··.·· :·,- ... ··,· ., 
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I 
,nto_ drugs and flying off to India, Lester fell into 
disfavor with the money men who finance films, 
and The Three Musketeers lunged into oblivion. 
But, out of the ashes, with an entirely new and 
unique cast o°f players, The Three Musketeers has 
arisen. lnstea-d of The Beatles, Oliver Reed, 
Richard Chamber!$ and Frank Finlay play the 
Musketeers, with Michael York as D'Artagan. The 
rest of the cast reads like a roll call for ·a 
Masterpiece Theater epic ( with the notable 
exception of Raquel Welch). Charlton Heston is 
also along, playing a menacing Cardinal,Richilieu, 
Faye Dunaway is Milady, Geraldine Chaplin is the 
Queen, Simon Ward (occasionally sounding like 
Young Winston) is the Prime Minister of England, 
and (my favorite) Christopher Lee, the hero·ofso · 
many American lntemational horror epics, is a 
very_ evil Rochefort, agent of the Cardinal. 
' - ...,_ .. . . 
.. '~ 
sttjngs. The Muskete~IS are crazy en~:mgh to go oul 
on a quixotic mission for the ~onor of th~ Queen, 
to stake their lives for somebody that could care 
less about their safety, but in their zeal, in their 
fatalistic conviction to a cause, they become 
heroic. Richilieu, snivelling and running ·the show 
from Versailles, is the meanie here; trading off 
favor against favor, trying to play the Queen 
against- the King with ·the hopes of coming out on 
top himself, Richilieu is the one we boo. 
Anil boo we do. The Three Musketeers is that 
kind of movie~with its brawling, leapmg, gorging,. 
splendid. scenes of masquerades, sword fights, wild 
rides across the countryside, in its pure adventure, 
it becomes the kind _of film that you can get 
carried away with-scream, hiss, throw. your 
popco~! -
The ,slapstick in T~e Three Musketeers is some 
of the best. ever performed on the screen-tri see 
Raquel Welch knock over flower pots, have a 
comb fight with Faye Dunaway, to see a chess 
game played with dogs as the pieces, who could 
ask for anything more? But there is a. lot 
more-Lester's film is·. like Renaissance Mel 
Brooks: a Blazing Saddles in King _Louis' court, 
with the adde~ ingredients of a plot and a theme. 
The Three Musketeers; a ho-ho funny film (-I'd 
even say a grand film if. I was~ 't afraid of being · · - -
called a sissy), is playing at your Temple theater, 
The Three Musketeers has been adapted ··from 
the Dumas novel by novelist George MacQonald 
Fraser (author of The Flashman ... novels). Like 
"Flashman", the film is witty, intelligent, but 
never prepossessing. Lester and Fraser saw through 
all the pomp and circumstance of King Louil;' 
court, as well as the rugged simplicity of the 
common folk; they show us the nobility and the 
princes of the church and the raunchy Musketeers . 
as they really were-nobody escapes the sword 
here. But empathy is evoked for those that· are 
manip_ulated rather than for those that pull the - in downtown Ithaca. 
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it'~ IN.,__,..•. . 
QQG),]()Q(J 0GJQC3CJ· Send SO, to:. · · lntemational Advertising Agency 
. rc}QG),J'v :. 
Thurs. & Fri., April 11 &·12th 
Tl02 50¢ 
7,8:30 & 10pm both nights 
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Ah, 
By Claire Bums 
. Eugene O'Neill, it is said; has written only one 
comedy and that is a three act show conce{Iling a 
small-town family, circa 1906, going by the title of 
Ah, Wilderness!. The play is indeed a comedy and 
is currently being presented by the IC Drama 
department in the Main Theatre of the Dillingham 
Center. " 
,-'Cb,,;, lthacan,.Apri~ ~I, 1974,.P~ 9 
.. /THAflltK$ 
By Sam Milgrim 
ls school getting you down? Do you 
increasingly find yourself turning to the evil weed 
for help? Well,. if so then Reefer Madness is the 
film for you. It is a film made in 1936 to show 
you, the American pµblic the true evils of 
"Marijuana". 
Reefer Madness was released to coincide with 
the government's all-out campaign to fight 
marijuana (up until that time legal). The film was 
praised by many, and now you can see it in its 
original uncut form. See "the burning weed with 
it's roots in Hell"! See "America's newest narcotic 
menace"! See "innocent individuals take a puff of 
smoke and become raving fanatics"! 
Look said on Nov. 22, 1938 Reefer Madness is 
Hollywood's answer to the marijuana problem. 
The new movie ... exposes one method of selling 
marijuana cigarettes to high school st..idents and 
appraises the crime, debauchery and tragedy 
caused by smoking them." Yes, Reefer Madness 
may be the film for you. See Bill become an addict 
of the "habit forming drug"! See Blanche commit 
suicide because of it! See Ralph adjudged 
"hopelessly insane!" See all this and more on 
Thurs. and Fri. April 11 and 12 in T102 at 7:00, 
8:30, and 10:00 for a mere $.SO. 
The Last Picture Show will make interesting 
viewing following Reefer Madness when it comes 
to l.C. on Sa.t. and Sun. The story centers around 
the disintegration of a small town in Texas during 
the early 19 SO's, and "the growing isolation of the 
towns inhabitants". 
Heartwarming is too camp a word to describe it, 
so let's just call it "relaxed". lt'sure is pleasant, 
and something everyone should see. The music 
gets ·us into the mood and the costumes, setting 
and dialogue not only capture the flavor of the era 
but also bring us into the lives of these people. The 
multitudinous, human reactions never cease and 
there are many detailed, tiny things that show us 
this family was real; every scene is an adventure. 
Ron Parady's tight direction was apparent and it 
certainly paid off. 
Michael Slade as the "cynical" young man 
· discovering the "radical" writers of the time and 
busy "thinking about life" is a bit too similar to 
his Tea and Sympathy role seen earlier this seas.on, 
but he is capable of holding intensity. What is 
Peter Bogdanovich does a fantastic job of 
directing and his cast is equally good. Cloris 
Leachman and Ben Johnson both· received 
Academy A wards for their performances and the 
acting of Timothy Bottoms, Jeff Bridges and Cybil 
Shepherd is also outstanding. As if that" wasn't 
enough, the film will be shown as it was originally 
cut by Bogdanovich including a scene that was not 
present in the theatrical release. 
· really refreshing is that there are some new faces 
up there. 
Matthew Kwiat did an admirable job, stepping 
ill for Joe Pedoto, as did the cast working with 
him. Some really fine performances were seen in 
Robin Reisman and Richard Wesp's portrayais and 
although Laurel Delmar as the mother exuded an 
air of tiredness that perhaps such a ·play could do 
without, she also handled herself skillfully. 
The play, .running through Sunday, takes off 
April 21 for a tour of five Herkimer county 
schools with the cast acting as the crew, as well. 
Ah, Wilderness! is realism well executed. 
The Last Picture Show will be presenred on Sat. 
April 13 at 7, 9 and 11 and on Sun. April 14 at 7 
and 9. All shows will be in TI02 and cost $.75. 
Opening night - there was _ obvious audience 
involvement and most importantly - enjoyment. 
See it. 
Coming up at the Ithaca flicks, Casablanca on 
April 18 and 19 and Play it again Sam on April 20 
and 21. -Read next week's Ithacan for more details . 
-IC-TV 
The following programs will be broadcast on Sunday 
Evening, Aprll 14, 1974 on ICTV, Cable Channel 7. 
7:30 Consumer Insight This week's topic Is shoplifting. 
Ithaca Police Chief James Herson an<t Larry Bowman, the 
Chairman of the Tompkins County Anti Shopllftlng 
Assoc. Join host Pat Campbell to discuss the problem In 
Ithaca. 
8:00 Buckdancer•s Choice Host Bob Bellin features 
Irish folk music this week with special guest folk singer, 
Greg Schaff. 
8:30 The Roommates This half hour comedy features 
the adventures of two colle9" students and their battle of 
wits against a missing term paper. 
9:00 Emphasis I.C; ICTV's weekly news show that 
wraps up this past week's news events on and around the· 
Ithaca College Campus. 
-, 
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put thjs in 
your purse 
before 
they 
:get m 
your hair.! 
The earth shattering noise from this purse-fitting horn· 
gives you the protection you've been looking for against-
muggers and rapists. Just snap two penlight batteries into 
this amazing new Vigilant Alarm and you're ready. No 
; wires required. Complefe package includes super simple 
instructions showing how the Alarm can also be easily 
installed on windows or doors. GET VIGILANT BEFORE 
THEY GET YOU. 
SUPPLY IMITEO-, ••. MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 
Send me ol Vigilant Burglar Alarms 
I l!ldo• '3.00 few ..cft Vigilant Alarm. Family Jewels Ltd. I uncs.rltlnd that II I 1111 not toi.lly · 
atisfied, I W111 rltc:9i"" a completl refund 3431 W• Vlllanl A-
if--l*l l!flthin 10days. Mltwaube, WilcDnlln ll3ZOII 
--NAME· . -· 
. ·
1 ADD:Rc:-_...;... ______________ _,;._ 
- . crr.v : . STATE-ZIP. __ _ 
......................... 
IJelainJ l1.e l ~ .. /Jal/ 
COll'~(d, COURSE 
If you like pool you will love this course. 
It will work miracles for you. It is designed to teach 
you how to become an expert at this fascinating game. 
It will improve your game 200% or more. This course 
is des.igned for the beginner and the experienced play-
ers. It's designed for those of you who has a pool 
table and those who don't. The course is in eight (8) 
sessions all with illustrations and easy to follow 
instructions. The eight (8) sessions are selecting your 
cue, proper stance, stroke, straight in's, angles, rail 
shots, bank shots, how to use english, drawing a ball, 
how to break, patience, sportsmanship and much much 
more ... To my knowledge there has never been~a com-
plete course offered in this ever growing fascinating 
game called pool. The complete course is yours for 
only $24.95 . 
. Mail to: BEHIND THE CUE BALL 
Post Office Box 10308 
Dallas, Texas 75207 
D Please send me ___ copies of BEHIND 
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each, I enclose 
check or money order. 
r:J Please send me ___ copies of BEHIND 
THE. CUE BALL at $24.95 each. I am 
interested in being a distributor in the __ 
__________________ area. 
Please indicate the city, town, county or 
state. A representative of BEHIND THE 
CUE BALL will contact you within 15 days 
after we receive your order to exp_lain how 
you as a distributor can increase your income 
and have fun while doing it, with no invest-
ment except for the course you purchase : 
for -yourself. 
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R1DERS~ .. N0 TALK ALL ACTION 
By Bill Henk 
Fin;t things firsl. I feel the need lo apologize to 
this town's Col-umhia records' Rep, at whom a 
demonic _twisted hit of humour was misdirected 
from this pen in a Concert Commission Type sheet 
of late last week. Sincere apologies. The facts 
Wt!rc: 1. I couldn't reach him on the phone, 
despite numerous allempts at various odd hours, 
and 2. I believe 1t was or should have heen a part 
of his job to con tad the Bureau of Concerts to see 
how ht: could have hecn of assistance. The rest 
consisted of :1 somewhat neurotil: attempt on my 
part to bring humour into an otherwise dry and 
static fact-type situation. It was meant only in 
n10L·k seriousness. Not a personal allack then, but 
·perhaps easily construed as such, I tJke this lime 
and spa1.:e to pubhdy ;ipolog1ze and state my case. 
Now. onward 
For once. and there·~ .1 lesson 111 here 
somewhers, I would also likt· to present a side of 
th,• concert that you. as the potL·nt1al pun.:hasee~. 
did not st'e. f-'vay co,u.:ert. to he sure. is full of its 
own minor hassle~ and 11etty roni.:erns. hut this 
one. more than many I think. had its share of 
mist.ikcs. all of which rould and ~hould have heL'n 
avoided A~ head of publicity for the IC Bureau ot 
Concerts. I think I am in a position to r,•liite the 
ent11e story to you now. 
By Tuesday of last week ( i\pnl 3rd) it was 
learned by members of the Concert Commission 
that the New Riders l1ad not yet officially 
approved or nk'LI a second show. In fact. it was 
thought that thl'Y were. on record. very much 
aga1n~I 11. Shows wete already ~d tor 8:30 ant! 
I I 30 and tickets for the first show were by now 
nearly sold out It was also Vl'ry l'Vident that many 
students. both on tl1e IC campus Jnd elsewhere. 
W\!rc wailing for sei:ond show tii:kcts lo go on sale 
bdore p.un:hasing. But the Bureau was holding 
ha<:k, afraid the Riders would turn clown a second 
show. forcing a stoppage of ticket salt!s at the 
2000 mark and the cancellation of the second. or 
perhaps both shows. For reasons unknown. the 
promoter had not kept us abreast of the situation. 
all the while maintaining that things were perfectly 
set for two performances. 
Upon disco..ering this deception, the 
commission rapidly placed a series of calls. 
culminating with a conversation with the group's 
.agent in New York. He assured us he was.aware of 
our situation and pushing it ( two shows) as hard as 
he could. We could expect to receive_ word of a 
final decision later that afternoon. History bears 
witness to that decision, finally received shortly 
Riders rock orz stage at Cornell 
before a standing room orzly crowd. 
"Panama Red" was up_staged only 
by an/. C. streaker. 
Photos by Melech 
after six o'clock and quickly passed on to me, so I 
could relay it further. 
Another mad rush of phone calls to the assorted 
newspaper and radio media once again was 
succe~ful in changing the advertised information, 
and things proceeded as smoothly as expected, 
until the concert. By 7: 30 of the night of April the 
6th, John Poucette Dart had not yet arrived at 
Cornell's Bailey Hall. The wait continued for some 
45 minutes, and finally the New Riders took the 
stage between 8:25 and 8:30. A series of 
conversations, the majority of which occurred 
following the initial concert, brought to the 
surface a series of ugly unconfirmed rumors from 
among those who would normally be in the 
position to know. I tried to pin promoter Barry 
Katcher down, but he wouldn't talk. "Later", he 
said. "later". And I knew the truth would likely 
never be out. Still the major question remains: 
Were these antics the purposeful perpetration of 
our promoter? Most of us on the concert 
cQ111m1ss10n have already formed our own 
conclusions. Here's what we've all heard. Draw 
your own conclusions: (a)According to Premier, 
agents for Poucette Dart (and this is a fact), the 
contract for the band called for two shows on 
April the 17th. ( b)The group was never notified 
that the concert was definitely on once again. 
(c)Their deposit was never paid. (d)They were 
never paid for their last appearance here in 
October. · 
The point in all this, I think, is that the Concert 
Bureau of next year must take more of the major 
concerns into its own bands before a concert, lest 
they not he done at all. The best course of action, 
of course, would be to provide the bureau with a 
budget large enough as to make the C'ommission 
self-sufficient, dependent upon no one but 
themselves. Barring such unforeseen luck, the use 
or a promoter as a middleman is an unfortunate 
necessity. The profit thus goes to him, and not' 
hack to the school. 'Nuff said? More than enough, 
methinks. So on to the actual event(s). 
The first show this night was sold out, and. the 
second close to it. The parallels between the· two 
shows were many. During the course of both sets 
the New Riders performed some twenty-one 
compositions, covering an approximate total time 
of one hour ~nd forty minutes. Both crowds 
consisted of full-fledged, psyclied-to-the-~lls New 
Rider freaks. Roars of applause rocked tile halls. 
There was, in fact, little ,to choose betwee.n the 
performances of the .Riders -in either of the two 
shows. The band. was: -vibrant and -together 
throughout. Lead guitarist Dave Nelson seemed to 
nave his solos more together in the second show, 
but not enough to make all that much.difference. 
Instrumentally, he remains the weakest part of the 
band, steel guitarist Buddy Cage thus carrying 
more than his share of instrumental solos. The 
former Great Speckl.~d Bird member is the main 
instrumental force of this group and his solos 
shone all night long. Though the Riders try and 
spread the wealth around, he and rhythm 
guitarist-vocalist Dawson are the talents behind 
·this band. More and more Dave Nelson, and now 
Skip Battin, share,the singing duties with Dawson, 
but Dawson (and especially since the departure of 
Dave Torbert) is the major writing force behind 
the band's phenomenal success. Skip Battin's 
singing and compositions are second-rate and dull 
in. comparison. The former Byrd bass player sang 
four o.f his own compositions during the course of 
each show. 
Onstage, the Riders had little to say, except for 
the various repeated thank yous after each 
number. Their music consisted of much of the 
expe_cted. Included in . both shows were such 
numbers as "Panama Red", "I Don't Know You", 
"One Too Many Stories", "Lonesome L.A. 
Cowboy", "Sweet Lovin' One", an extended 
version of "Portland Woman", "Glendale Train", 
"Sunday Susie", etc. 
The first show featured a pair of IC Sage-stage 
streakers and a dancing girl who stole the spotlight 
fr~m Skip Battin for one number, as well as the 
not-to-be-rep·eated perfomtances of "Six Days on 
the Road", "Henry", "Rain bow",, "Whisky", 
"Dim Lights, Thick Smoke" and "Dead Flowers". 
The 2nd show, for its part, featured no streakers 
and no dancing girl, but did include performances 
of "Should Have Seen Me Runnin"', "Garden of 
Eden", Joe South's "Down in the Boondocks", a 
newie unknown, and "Lost Lonely Eagle"· and 
Chuck Berry's "Nadine", bot~ perfonned as the, 
encore. 
Despite the innumerable parade of pre-concert 
problems, the work of the New· Ri(!ers this -night 
made the event one of the most puf>licly satisfying 
and suc.cessful · perfonnances this campus lias 
staged in years. And hopefully if next year's. 
concert commission, a year 9lder, a year wiser, can·.,_ 
pick up where this year's left off., the Ithaca 
College campus should Qe· in for some mighty good 
times in the school tenns to come. · ~ 
· -·-·so that~s it. Not :yoi:ir standard· colieeft-review; 
but then not exactly.your standard concert either. 
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.. Lyo~, DO-,~· SuiteS 
See_ s~ory on page o'he 
One view of the proposed four man suite to be constructed 
In Lyon Hall before the Fall semelter 
Bunk beds and a closet-partition offer an alternatlve 
to cramp,nt four-man living 
ITHACA. COLL-EGE -. 
.,_ ~ . . TIiis room · offen. the student the adv,mta94!. of having a 
. roommate and having some privacy at the same time. 
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Third c:p~·, snow 
Lecture·· 
"Curn!ht Research on tne muu:cular Bases of 
Gene Control" will be the topic for Professor Mark 
Ptasbne of. Harvard University as he delivers the 
thir<I. in. this year's C.P. Spow Lecture iSeries at 
Ithaca College-, Scheduled for Wednesday, April 
17, the· 8 p.m;. lecture in Science 202 is open to 
the public. 
Ptashne will discuss current research · on the · 
molecular aspects of gene control in the bacterium 
E. "coli and its phages (yiruses). This research 
concerns major questions confronting modem 
biologists today, such as what is the relation 
between the structure of chromosomes in higher 
organisms and the function of the genes in higher 
organisms? How many genes are there, and how 
are they switched on anrl''off as necessary during 
develop,ment and under different environmental 
conditions? What has gone wrong with these 
controls in cancer cells? Ptashne will discHss 
molecular information concerning gene control in 
bacteria, which may contain the answers to these 
questions. 
Prior to becoming a: full professor in the 
Department of Biochemistry 'and Molecular 
Biologf at Harvard in 1971, Ptashne was a lecturer 
in the department from 1968-71. He received a 
Ph.D. from Harvard in molecular biology. From 
1965 to 1968 he was a Junior Fellow in Harvard's 
Society of Fellows. 
This year's C.P. Snow Lectures, which began on 
April 3, is made up of four lectures on the topic of 
modem genetics. The last lecture will be on April 
24 by Cof!1ell Profe~r Bruce Wallace. His topic 
will be "On the-Reality of the Lottery". 
g~ Si! !5 ES iii S &.Ii i 6IKi S 5@ SSelle S@:E~SEESSSSSSS 
Once upon a t_ime ,· n.,,,ef'S ,.0rn. e,1-there was this ad r., ·t-i , 
about this dude 
who was trying 
to get it on 
with this chick. 
Only he has bad breath 
and isn't getting anywhere. · 
So he uses this mouthwash 
and the chick 
falls madly in love with him, 
and they· get married. 
Not a bad deal, I figure. 
I could use a little company. 
So- I buy this' mouthwash 
and gargle just like the guy did 
and this chick falls madly-in-love with me 
and we get married 
and I get sued for adultery. 
copyright 1974 by A.F. Inc. 
House of Shalimar 
•invites you to 
Enjoy Spring 
Shalimar has just about everything to make 
a new spring wardrobe more tlx:m wishful 
thinking. 
t-b.rectShalinB' 
BOUTIQUE F~IONS 
3 Convenlenl Locotlona , 
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Classifieds 
\ 
Dear Un Sup. St. 
Chin up ·sweetie! The Easter 
Bunny Is right around the corner. 
' Love, 
No Streak Roommate 
Dear Sclllffle, 
Happy your Day! We love you. 
SIIIS and Yoh 
Dear Kn, 
The way we hear It If we pay for 
the drink you'll do anything after all 
they grow them In L.I. don't they. 
' Love, 
Roarlnghams 
Tony: 
There seems to be a contest you've 
been avoiding for a Year. Who did 
you say could drink who -under the 
table. , · 
I'm waiting, 
Harrisburg 
Super Streaker Ii, 
sorry I mined your debut last 
Thursday nltel It's your turn to walk 
downl 
super Streaker I 
Happy birthday to all of you o~ 2nd 
even. 
Much Love Wendy 
212, 
lhaven',t remembered yet, but you 
owe me a beer. 
210 
SIU-
You better watch out cause you 
never know how Its gonna effect me. 
••E" 
Rick- . 
You better get In shape, It's gonna 
be a long 42 hours. 
Sus-
. -our Leah, · · 
• I hope you get over the p .. ,cy and 
tbe Yaw1. wry 100n. Don't worry 
about the Ennr dinner. Greelr 
E11ter wouldn't dare come-this yur 
untll you're welt. 
The Florida Sunshine Glrl, 
Don't Bum, Tan. · 
Love, 
Stavros 
The Red Baron 
a.nybody' Interested In 1101n11 to a 
good graduate school right near most 
of the major law and medical schools, 
contact Director of Admissions, Ma's 
Grad · School, Natlck•near•Harvard, 
Mass. No cumulative . average Is 
necessary. 
Dear Peg, 
Whenev!'r you want to. talk, or 
_have problems,. you know I wlll 
alway, be around to llsten ••• and help 
lf I can. 
', Scott 
FOR SALE: Fender Bassman ~blnet 
with two 12" Jenseus $125. Also 
Gibson Melody Maker guitar with 
hard stien case$ 125. Call Tony x774. 
HAPPY EASTER TO ONE AND 
ALL FROM THE ITHACAN 
STAFF! 
'1'1!~~89,-k\,~ P,.!?74:~ ~~~;13.,_:.· 
. . ... 
Dear Karan, ._ 
EnJoy your weekand, bacausa I 
know I will. Watarbed, Hare I come! 
I'll -t,a sure to air .out the room before 
·you get back on Sunday. Happy 
Easter. · 
FOR SALE: Brother Opus 900 
Manual Trypewrlter ahd cue Like 
R.C • ..,.ew, $25. Call Dale 277-3320. • 
Dear Lar-
r-tappy Belated Birthday! The cake 
was real good. EnJoy the year and the 
rest of them. 
Love, 
Robyn 
SUB SALESMEN WANTED: Males 
or Females to sell subs on 1.c. 
campus. Choose your own hours. 
Good c,ay, fringe benemc. Call Bob 
x795 or 273-9748. ' 
FOR R,ENT OR SA.LE: Farm house. 
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, etc. 2Vz acres of 
land, With barn, stream, good lake 
view. Interlaken area 14 mlles from 
1.c. Write to: Zack Matalon 152 
West 58th Street, New York' City 
New York, 10019. • 
RiDE NEEDED TO BOSTON. 
Friday, April 12. Call Jim, 273•7147'. 
COUNSELORS: Juno 23rd WANTED"-HAVE CAR WILL TRAVEL. Have YOU seen me 
- Aug? 22nd Camp Wayne, Pa. - clrculat1n11 the Ithacan on campus? 
1 •L h ltha-"" S . lti Looks llke fun doesn't It? Want to do 
n rs. ""· pec1a es • It next year, meet lots Of people Call 
Males - Females. Ham Radio, Randy .it x775. • 
Track, Soccer, Tennis, Sailing, 
Swimming, Photo, l3aclc~pack, 
Basketball, Golf, Shop. 
DearCP, 
I'm no lazy mare and you'kno'w I 
never questioned your ablllty. If 
there's ever a complaint I'll let you 
know. 
We also had a penny and· an apple. 
left over crepe paper from Dec. 15, 
and times that make me really 
G.T.Y.M.R. 
LOVO, 
Me 
FOR SALE: King Size Waterbed 
(7'X4Vz') Best Screw cap value • 3mll 
·vinyl. complete with frame and nner. 
Heater available. $50. 
Application write 633 Barnard WANTED:ONE REUABLE PHOTO 
- ' EDITOR Ave., Woodmere, N.Y. 11598, A reliable person Is needed for the 
', 
Love, 
C.P. 
Dear Yoh, • 
I.S.A.G.T.Y.M.R. And In the 
End ••• Just something I remembered. 
It w'as on the door wasn't It? 
Love, 
Slue 
Dear George, 
Just for the record you sexy tiger 
someone's stlll Interested. 
Wendel, 
Love 
Esther 
Now that I have my roommate 
back you can have your roommate 
back. 
Yoh, 
Good Luck, 
Kev, 
, Be careful • one. of these- days 
when I wink back twice I might mean 
It. 
C.P. 
Love, 
Kevin 
· If your lucky maybe I'll wrestle 
with you too. 
Love, 
C.P. 
Kev,Now I'm the only one who 
knows your real classified. If that's 
the way you operate don't forget to 
wink! (only kidding s.l) 
Schiff, 
Happy Birthday! 
Yoh. 
Love, 
Connie 
Bonnie, Happy Birthday! 
LOVII, 
Your Roommate 
Dear "Anus and Andi"· 
If you were truly "Dirty Monkey 
Brains" you'd be watching us In -f\ie 
john and eact "artichokes"! 
Love, a couple of 
. "Ding Dongs-
"Greek" and "the crazy verona Jew" 
P.S. "HI CrabbYI" 
Dear P.z •• 
you're cute. 
Love your friend, 
Jr. sub 
p.s. I'm not a snob really! 
To: AnY male orfemale lnterestQd on 
w rltung sports articles for the 
Ithacan! tt does not matter whether 
or not you participate IIL!he actlVlty 
or not. You WIii be paid. We need 
writers for baseball, golf, crew, 
lacrosse and tennis for the men, and 
softball tannl& and lacrosse for the 
women. 
For any furthar Information please 
contact Kim Albright x3566. Thank 
you. ·• 
Dear Pow, 
Go Away. 
Your Nelg_hbor 
, LOST: 1 Bundy Flute In a hard, grey 
case with the riame Denise Nedall 
lnscrlbad beneath the handle. If you 
have any Information, please coi;itact 
x518 and arrange·tor It's return (It. 
would be appreciated). Reward 
Offered. · 
'<aran, . 
Stop coming after mel 
A memory 
DearWaui-· 
Ju&t wanted to let you know I am 
stlll here and have &Ustegardlld the 
reports of your., premature dHth. 
Thanks for a-ttall, and averythlnf. I 
know, I know •• ,FXXK off~ · 
, . · · MONT. 
DearUnda- . ,;1, 
_ .. H·ow · els•. -but . through mv. 
mec11um1 -Ha" f11thM.thln1S wHI fall · 
·-,t~ ~"· ~~ M1cin1ilit SIio~ 
Dear Leah and sue, 
We missed you very much last 
night. Pleue hurry and get out of 
that "Hotel Prison" 
Samson and Delllah 
Dear sue, 
It's crumy without any Rummy. 
Get well soon. 
/ 
Dear Robyn-
Love, 
LJ 
Can I have mY "apples". 
Fred and Mark, 
Get Well soon. 
Love, 
Samson 
Love, 
Degenerates 
To the Pub correspo1Jdent: 
What's this? No news of tailing 
pitchers or flying craftsr Disgraceful! 
Get back on your chair. · 
11BDA" 
Mark, 
Who are the World Champions? 
Butch and Sundance 
Charlie, 
Yeah! That was funny. 
Butch and SU\'dance 
Best regards from Ohio to Iowa •. 
Dear Bunny, 
I sure wish your friend would get 
well so we could play. 
Dear Leah, 
Love, 
Pooh 
Pooh and I want you to get well. 
It's lonely without any stories. 
Dear Leah, 
Love, 
Christopher Robin 
We sent xou our flowers, now 
we're sending you our best wishes. 
Get well soon. ' 
Dear Plague-
Love, 
Staff 
always only klddlng ••• Y!>U believe 
that, don't you? 
Easter bummy 
Dear Conniver--
Yes? Two down, one to go ... but I 
shouldn't have to ask. I won't 
yet ••• Just go on faith. 
The Inn secure 
Dear Angel No. 3-
You're just my type--Jewish!! 
/ 
Deir Jovial: 
Love, 
Angel No. 2 
Teddy iii'd I hope You have a great 
weekend and a Happy·Eastltl'II! 
Love, 
Fine 
FOR SALE: Yahmaha FG•150 6 
st'rlng acoustic guitar. Steel string 
folk. New $120, 8 months old, Nov. 
$60. 
Dear Tom, 
We really enjoyed our visit to your 
planet Earth, and appreciated your 
Ice cream and hospltallty. 
Dear Staff, 
Thank you, 
The Martians 
Thanks so much for the flowers 
they certainly are helping to brighten 
up my stay. I really cal1't thank you 
enough. 
Love, 
Leah 
To all the Wonderful People in the 
Health center, . 
Thanks for everything you've done 
to help make my stay easier to 
endure and special thanks fot'-taklnll 
all my phone messages, especially 
Mrs. cooper. You've all been so 
friendly and kind. 
Thanks 
Leah 
.Dear-Midnight Riders, 
I'm so sorry-I got sick on you, so 
that you've had to bear the campaign 
burden. Thanks Just doesn't say what 
I feeel. 
Leah 
Dear Leah, 
Good Luck today. Don't worry; 
you didn't let us down. 
The Midnight Riders 
Dear Cindy, 
HI. How are you. I am fine. eye 
eye. ' Teach 
Dear Advertising Manager-
Nothing more to say - Just wanted 
to sneak one past you. 
Protege Conniver 
MJM-
Good luc'k tomorrow for Q.A. P.S. 
What's the J? 
Love, 
Your Matchmaker 
Dave, 
Your manlcottl's great. Love, 
ET 
Dear 6th Floor E.T.-
Contrary to popular belief I am 
stlll allve, (not too well though) and 
llvlng In the Health Center. I hope 
you're all behaving yourselves. 
S.A. 
DearVlckl-
lf more people were as unselfish as 
~ou are, thare would be fewer messed 
up people. 
' · Jerry 
xpert instr-uctiPR tiJ fJ 
11en1e··hil/1 or Ver/lldnt 
DORK STYLE. ~DGIHG A&:D ALL MEALS 
JULY 7-2'7--$4.$0--LIMITED BRROLLMENT 
' ' ' 
WRi'l'E--THB KI!IDS BYB WORKSHOP 
CBATEAlJ· ECOLE,·· PITTSFORD, 
_.. , •• •• S ' _..,. .,M, .. -. • • '· •' 
_VT •. ,.0$76) 
, . 
.. /' . ' 
• .. ~~·-.:. ·.~"":.: -~ .... .: ·- .~, ... 
. -., 
. - -~:. ,,_ - ... : -· . ' :..... . ~-- . . .. _._. -'·· 
5 l 6 - 2 9 5 - S S 4 4 . . Ca 111 p us position of Photo Editor bf the 
interviews arranged Ithacan. P.ay Is lousy, houn are 
· • terrible but fringe benefits are 
Zoe, tremendous. Apply by mall to 
Hapc,y 19th! Editor: The ltha·can, Basement, 
Love, Dorm 6, I.C. Thank you. 
'FRIDA 
Cindy (and Joel) 
• 
• 
SURF AND TURF 
SATURDAY NITE: 
$5.95 
PRIME RIB SPECIAL $5.50 
INCUJUE.S B01'.TLE OF SPARKLING BURGUNOY 
\ Char-Pit 
205 Elmira Rd, Ithaca 
RUN FOR YOUR LIFE 
----
The •. Finger Lakes Runners Club will hold its 
April meet on Sunday the 14th, starting time at 
2:30 at the indoor track, Barton Hall, Cornell 
University. Registration opens at 2:00. Events are 
arranged according to ability and are scheduled for 
the "Run For Your Life" group who run mainly 
fo.r health and fitness, and the competition group 
who run for what .competition offers._ them. 
Distances run are ½ mite, l mile, 2 mile, and 3 
mile. 
The meet schedule will continue on the second 
:iunday of each month. The purpose of this 
program is to promote fitness for anyone 
interested in running. The meets alone cannot 
make a. significant change in one's physical 
condition but it is hoped that they will stimulate 
and motivate individuals to conduct their own 
conditioning program. The-- program is based on 
the principle that vigorous regular exercise 
improves health, prevents heart diseases, decreases 
weight, increase life span, improves stamina and 
generally makes one feel better. Any age, sex and 
ability is welcome. Call Bob Congdon at 273-3589. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
s,.~i11/i~i111 in 
All ~mf?lcer~s Supplies 
Paperbound Books 
Pipe Repairs 
Magazines 
N•wspapers 
N•NI To St11111d Tll,at,r 
JII E. St~t• St. 
Come In A~d Get Acquainted 
'· 
/ 
.. 
,•, 
·-. ·..,,--- -~ -... ,: 
·- - ·,_, ...... 
· --~_;-- :·-::-: -~'. .... :,·-:..'.:~~~-- ~ }'}?·~:~: ::·~?:'r:·\~r>:~·-(1.::-:7~::-,; :~;:·~. ?. ;::}:~?: ~~:? ·:·~~(:~--~~\_7 , 
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. ORTS 
. . . 
Track· M~~ -Jl;q,nha·ndled 
--- -
By Dave Rives opponents. Frosh Dave Slutzker · capturing aiI· three places m the. 41 
won the. shot put overall, while shot, discus, am~ pole vault. 
veteran dhfous man Rich Cleaves Slutzker won the shot with. 
braved the frigid weather to Cleaves second Fenwick third. 
finish first overall in the- discus. , Chatham and Donnelly finished 
The IC Track team felt the 
consequences of their own lack 
of facilities last Friday on 
Mansfield · State's all weather 
'tartan · surfaced track. In , a. 
double-dual meet with powerful 
Mansfield and St. Bonaventure, 
the Bombers came out 0-2. 
Although it was·no co11test with 
Mansfield, IC. did manage to 
stage a thrilling fight to the 
finish with the Sonnies before 
dropping the final Mile Relay in 
a 76· 70 verdict. -
The · IC weight event crew two-three !>,ehind Cleaves in the 53""" 
emerged from the meet as the discus. Ron King, IC's top 
most solid department on the vaulter, led the sweep in the - 56 
team thus far this year. Along vault followed by Nat Beale and, 1--&.--1--1---
with Slutzker and Cleaves, were Tom Collt. Other stand -out 59 
Mike Donnelly in the javelin: performances by the Bombers · a...-.1.-...a...-~:r:-
first against Mansfield and were added by co-captains Bob ' 
second against the Bonnies; and Fahy ana Jim Hagin. Fahy won 
former Ithaca High ace Doyli the 120 high hurdles and placed 
Cl).atham, with a pair of second~ __ second in the high jump, while. 
in the discus. Jim Fenwick and , Hagin was busy winning the 440 
Cleaves also placed in· the shot intermediates, and placing a 
put. strong second in the half-mile. A gain st Mansfield, the 
problem was everything. Against 
St. Bonaventure, it was the 
distance events, although IC did 
manage to turn some fine 
performances against both 
T}l.e 
events 
St. Bonaventure 
Bombers swept three 
against the Bonnies, 
THI J,ft81' -
A BBS Procluclion 
Anorene, Texas, 1951 
Nothing much hos changed 
PJelURI 
IHDW 
starring - . 
TIMOTHY BOTTOMS/ JEFF BRIDGES. 
ELLEN BURSTYN / BEN JOHNSON 
CLORIS LEACHMAN/ CYB~L~ SHEPHERD 
directed by Peler Bogdanovich, ~cre~nplay by lorry Mc'1._u1lry and Peter B0gdonov1ch. 
produced by Steven J Friedman, Executive Producer Serl Schneider 
"II is the most Impressive work by a young American direclor 
since CITIZEN KAN!:,." Paul D z,mcrrnnn NEWSWEEK 
ACADEMY AWARDS 
Bes1 Supporting Actor - Ben Johnson 
Best Supporting Actress - Cloris Leachman 
Sat. Apr;l3th 7,9 &11 pm. 
Sun. Apr.14th 7 & 9 pm. 
Tl02· 75¢ 
an rbc films presentation 
Both men also ran in the closing 
mile relay. 
Ed McNamara proved tp be an 
ass!!t to the team with a win in 
the lon-g jump, a second in the · 
triple and a third in the high. 
Sprinters Dan Kennedy and 
Gary Rittenburg each 
contributed to the IC cause with 
seconds, Kennedy in the 100, 
arid Rit in the 440. 
Unfortunately in the end, the 
- Bonnies strength in-the distance 
events and their mile relay 
victory made the difference. 
Mansfield 
It's hard not to run a 
particular-event at all in practice, 
and then do well in it at a meet. 
But that's precisely wha( many 
of IC's trackmen tried to do. 
Hurdlers F.ahy and Hagin hadn't 
run_ through a fuli set of hurdles 
1 n either the highs· ·or 
iIJtermediates until last Friday .. 
Fahy was third in the highs, and 
Hagin' second in the 
intermediates. He also was 
second in the 880. 
Over in the field and weight 
events, IC showed some life led 
by Slutzke/s shot victory, 
Donnelly's strong javelin-win, 
and -Cleave's win in discus. 
Chatham placed second right 
behind Cleaves in that event. 
Vaulter King had a little more 
trouble with Mansfield's 
vaulters, finishing in third place 
behind the record shatterir:g_ ' 
performance of Mansfield State's 
Nau. Nau set a new State mark 
of 13'6" in gaing the victory_._ 
ACROSS 
· ·1 Shave off 
5 - Bara 
10 Pretense 
14 Oppos ;te of 
20 across 
15 Desert spot 
16 Wife of Zeus 
17-·Movie musical 
20 Opposite of 
45 Foreign' 
·, 46 Plays the guitar 
· · 49 Soft drinks 
50 Biblical lion 
53 Movie musical 
56 Middle -
57 Bungling 
5!! Treaty group 
59 Mental faculty 
60 Canvas shelters 
61 Ardor 
DOWN 
14-across · 
21 To laugh: F.r. 
22 -.- play 
23 Black magazine l Mexican dollar 
25 Heavy silk 2 Enthusiastic 
26 Frat. initiation 3 Romantic meeting 
28 Metal restrainers · 4 Famous Siamese 
·32 Fairies twin 
33 Kills -- 5 Changing sound 
34 Beer quality 
35 Fel is Leo 6 Hirsute 
36 Eschews 7 Anglo-Saxon.slave 
37 C'ompetent - 8 S111"11amed-:-fr.·-
38 French coin 9 Receptacles for 
39 Filling with wonder smokers 
40 Bent 10 Dwindle 
·41 Young bird __ lf Pfle 
43 Sings like Crosby 12 Seed covering 
44 Footbal] team 13 Part of horse 
(solution on page!!~~_), 
- 18 Golf clubs 
19 Bel1¥1ging to 
Sevareid 
_ 24 Well: Fr. 
25 Brother of 4 down 
"26 - Ha.t_es 
27 Lewis Carroll 
character 
· 28 Hurled 
29 Fanned by the lips 
and-the nose 
30 Actress Vera -
31 ovules -
33 Leg part (pl.) 
36 Bikini 
37 Bf tter- drug 
39 San Antonio fort 
_40 Optical device 
42 Has faitn in 
43 Kf r.k Dougfas 
features 
45 Take on(a practice) 
46 Worry 
-- '47---stamese 
48 Repose 
49 Gulf Of-· 
51 Miss Ha,Yworth 
52 Religious image 
54 Location of Maine 
55 French number 
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Illa. liij:· . . ....... physical ~~~b,_lik~ splits. But 
. n,r -.,~. : they've ·~~ed from t!J.eir. 
. ·~A.·"l._r,•:Jt.U' { mistakes and Cheney, as well as 
ff.V.fla,,, -:- Linda Ettinger and Karen Ling 
These days, there's a list of 
"liberation movements" as long 
as your. !arm, including 
Armenian, Italian, Black, Gay, 
Women's and Symbionese. Now 
there's a new one to add to that 
list; the Ithaca Colli;ge 
Cheerleader Liberation 
Movement. Well, not exactly 
liberation, but a cheerleader 
improvement movement. 
This year at football and 
basketball games, eight 
cheerleaders tried to arouse· 
some form of school spirit in the 
spectators .. They were 
apparently not too successful, as 
one recalls, "At one game we got. 
out on the floor and yelled, 
'Give me an I!' , No one 
answered. We yelled, 'Give me a 
T?' Again nothing. We turned 
red and sat down." Next year it 
will be different. 
Helen Cheney, one member of 
the Cheerleading Improvement 
Committee (CIC), attributes the 
minimal success of this year's 
squad to three basic reasons. The 
girls came from different schools 
with different conceptions of 
what cheers should· be like so 
there was no real unity. 
There were really no very 
good or special cheers. New ones 
had to be thought of, and that is 
a difficult task, according to 
Cheney. Lastly, some girls could 
not perform a few of the 
are optimistic about the squad 
for next year. 
The cheerleading team, which 
is represented in the Varsity 
Club because it is considered a 
physical activity, is expanding to 
twelve members and two subs in 
the fall. They are also trying to 
include men on the squad. 
Discontent 
The changes are coming about· 
as a result of discontent about 
the team from some of its 
members. Ettinger remembers 
her high school cheerleading 
squad as almost a semi-sorority. 
Anytime a group of girls were 
needed in the community for 
nurse's aids, to. run the 
homec~ming banquet or any 
social service, the cheerlea'tlers 
were asked. Ettinger feels the 
squad should do more than only 
drum school spirit, but would be 
content for a squad that would 
just do that this fall. 
A survey was taken at one 
basketball game this season, to 
receive audience feedback 
ccncerning cheerleaders and 
· especially I.C.'s team. 
Eighty percent of those 
questioned said that cheerleaders 
should not be abolished, as some 
might think. The general 
consensus was tliat the squad 
should be expanded from its 
present eight members to as 
many as twelve. An 
overwhelming majority of the 
responses indicated audience 
desire to see two male 
cheerleaders on the team. 
- -.. The men can get just as 
much pleasure out of it as we 
do," said Ettinger. ·''The male 
cheerleader supports his team, 
too." Men are also needed on 
the team so the squad can 
perform better and more 
complicated stunts. The deep 
male' voice would also be a 
definite asset, according to 
Ettinger. 
·costumes for the male 
cheerleaders would be nothing 
more than jeans and an I.C. 
sweater. While some may; feel 
Jhat being a male cheerleader is 
not the most masculine position, 
'Cheney asserts, "It should be 
emphasized · that this is an 
athletic activity that both sexes 
can actively participate in and 
enjoy." 
General Information 
A general information 
meeting for those interested will 
be held on Tuesday, April 16, in 
the dance studio at the gym. 
This meeting is for questions, 
discussions and ideas. 
Tryouts will be held on April 
21 in the dance studio at the 
gym. Ettinger encourages even 
those girls who might not be 
able to perform splits to try out. 
The tryout judging will be done 
by six people, not with the 
expertise of· Olympics 
gymnastics coaches, but just 
those who know what they like 
to see on the field cheering. 
5cutptu-re 
the iron shop 
DOWNTOWN 
UNUSUAL GIFTS~ FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT 
FURNITURE 
· "your protection-- our profession" 
Brokers 
~obert S. Boothroyd 
Robert l. Boothroyd 
Henry G. Keyser 
William Flyn 
Class !>f '24 
Class of '60 
Class .ol '5~ 
C.L.U. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY. INC. 
INSURANCE 
··wt' Wt'h·ome y,,,,, Inquiry" 
31 J Eo.-.r Seneca. /t/,oco. N. Y. 
ONCE A KNIGHT, AFTER FOUR 
NOT 50 FRUITFUi.. YEARS 
AS A FRESHMAN Ai THE 
UNIVERSiTAS MEDIEVALUS 
A&M, WAS ADVISED THAT 
HE MUST FIND A MAJOR 
COURSE OF STUDY,·OR- IN 
"THE PARLANCE OF THE 
"TIME-SPLIT. 
THIS PROVED TO BE NO AND EVfN LESS FOR FIGURES. AND WAS NO STUDENT OF 
HISTORY. 
,'f>· -~ ' • ' ' ' .: 
sCH'\EFER ,s Sr 
THE ON!! BE£R TO 
HAVE WHEN YOU'RE' HAVING 
M01tE THAM OHE • SCtiAEF ER ~ 
y PLEAS~ NEVER FAPE:S '° 
MN WHEN YOUR THIRST 15 
PONE. lHE MOST REWARPING 
FLAVOR IN TIIIS MAN'S WORLD If\ 
Z, FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE ~J• 
HAVING FU~. SCHAEFER IS 
THE ONE BEER TO HAVE 
WHEN YOU'RE HAVl"IG 
MORE TlfAN ONE, . 
..l;J1, .,, 
BUT, LO, l:IE. DID PROVE. TO 
HAVE AN ENGAGING WAY 
WITH MUSICKE. 
MEAN FEAT, FOR THE KNIGHT 
, HAD LITTLE AP11TUDE FOR 
'LANGUAGE. 
IN FACT, 50 ENGAGING WAS 
Hl6 SONG THAT HE DID WIN 
THE EAR .OF A CLEANING 
LADY, WHO DID POUR OUT 
HER PRAISE. 
WHICH I/ID, INADVERTENTLY, 
CONTAIN AN ADMISSION SLIP 
TO THE DEPARTMENT OF 
MUSICl<E ••• WHERE THE KNIGHT 
DID, AT LAST, FIND HIS RIGHTFUL 
NICHE. 
PROVING ONCE AGAIN: ~OR 
EVERY DRUMMER, 1HERE MU5T 
BE A DRUMMEE. 
~--~rr,~;t, ... ,::,, tlU i·,~~, · 
' . . · ,. _,· ..•.. · ·· , '. ~f~r Breweries·, ~York, N.Y .. Baltimore, Md.,Leh1gh Valley, Pa. 
. •' ... , 
·,,...' 
' •• f. 
{~\?j 
.:.- ,_ 
{JJ 
~ () 
Dr( 
: ~ 
~· 
~ Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
ALL FORUNDEB $8.N 
Half price for teetotalers under 12, plus- all the sarsaparilla you can drink. 
lfl(Q)ND~Y all tr€ drinks 'yOJ c;n drink with 
Sirloin Steak, NY. Cut 
~~
1m~·NES{}~y all tr€ draLght t:Bff, red Vvire a sa~ro with 
Sirloin Steak, NY. Cut 
. SIITIJRDIIV all tt-e domp:gre yOJ can drirtk vvittL . 
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef 
loup of the Evenln1-Today,.Tomorrow, Always. 
Our Great Onion Soup l,ubbllng wltll Imported Cbeeae -175 
INCLUDES: Unlimited Table Wine, Gouda Cheese with Crus!y Bread, 
Macadamia Nuts, Unique Spinach-Bacon-Mushroom Salad, Vintage Coffee. 
~~~~SUBSTITUTIONS~~~~ 
PRIME RIBS - 875 . SIRLOIN STEAK - 915 
MAINE LOBSTER -975 BOtJ'ILLABAISSE(S::) -·875 
COQUILLE ST. JACQUES (Scillops &, Mus.ilroomc crusted w/Cheese) - .77! 
RATATOUILLE (~eit;;o1e) - 875 TROtJ'T -, 812 
IIIIXXIXIXXXXXIXf i1'J}xxxxx1xxx_1111J:Jr 
BOG"RJ AND OTHE:R fJ\BULOUS H M0\11€ FJ\\JORITES 
